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ABSTRACT

This study was an attempt to investigate the interactional
listening strategies fourth year !AU students use. It was
particularly made to find out how they indicate understanding
and problems of understanding. Six students who represented
three educational achievement groups (two top-ranking, two

middle - ranking and two bottom-ranking - as determined by
CGPA) were selected from the Department of Foreign Languages
and Literature. Two instructors, both native English speakers,
who were advisers to t~e students were identified to help
with the research. Suitable tasks and an authentic discussion
topic were selected. The subjects were recorded, using
audio add video recordings, while carrying out the two tasks
and a discussion related to their senior essays with their
advisers. A system of analysis which identified fifteen
observable strategies that indicate understanding, problems
of understanding and desire to shift topic or role was
developed. The strategies used by the students were then
coded, categorized and analysed.

The results of the study showed that students used
'listening response or backchan~lling' most frequently to
indicate attention, approval and understariaing. 'Prompt'
and 'reformulations/summarizing' were used less frequently
to indicate understanding. The most frequent strategies
used to indicate or solve problems of understanding were,
in descending order of frequency: 'specific request for



confirmation' followed by 'potential request for confirmation'

and 'minimal query'. Students used, only in the discussion

activity, 'shifting role' and 'topic switChing' to indicate
desire to change topic or take new role as speaker.

Results of the task performance indicated that the most

successful students were, generally speaking, those who used
a greater variety and higher frequencies of strategies.
Students who used strategies most successfully to accomplish
the tasks were not eXClusively top-ranking (according to
academic performance) and similarly those who used strategies
least successfully were not exclusively bottom-ranking.

Based on the findings of the study it is recommended
that students should be helped in developing a range of
strategies they can use to participate more actively and
flexibly, according to purpose, in collaborative discourse.
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CHAPTER ONE

THE PROBLm, PURPOSE, SIGNIFICANCE AND ORGANIZATION
OF THE STUDY

1.1. Statement of the problem

It is generally agreed that the principle of meaning
is active knowledge construction rather than passive
reception of information. As far as listening in
collaborative discourse is concerned, meaning is created
through an active process of perceiving and constructing
a message using linguistic as well as non-linguistic
knowledge (Pierce, 1988:41; Dirven & T~lor, 1985:6;
Littlewood, 1981:7; Rost, 1990:81; Brown, 1990:144; Wells,
1981:7; Hixon, 1986:6; Riley, 1981:148).

While trying to construct meaning, listeners may
drive at targeted understanding- a specific interpretation
that was intended by the speaker; acceptable understanding
-inferences dr-awn by a listener that are satisfactory to
both speaker and listener; non-understanding- where the
listener is unable to draw any appropriate inference; and
misunderstanding- where there is a conflict between the
types of inference expected and actually drawn (Rost, 1990:
62). When there is a communicative proble., involving
non-understanding or misunderstanding, the solution is not
separately sought either by the speaker or by the listener,
it is rather sought jointly by "working together to establish
and maintain a mutually acceptable topic" (Ellis, 1984:91)
or "a negotiation of an agreement on meaning" (Schwart~,
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1980:151). In other words, success in communication
depends as much upon the listener as on the speaker .
(Cook, 1987:5; Sacks et el, 1974; French & Wol1, 1981:
162).

The listener contributes to the process of
negotiation by "giving clear signals when he has
understood or not understood, and most important, by
refuging to give up" (Ellis, 1985: 142). This involves,
on the part of the listener, developing strategies for
an increasing repertoire of responses and for addressing
instances of non-understanding and misunderstandings that
occur (Rost, 1990: 153). The strategies involved in using
language in this way are of fundamental importance in
communication (Bygate, 1987:22). In fact, difficulty in
responding and using certain features of interaction can
give the impression that the listener (participant) is
rather stiff, impolite, formal or slow (Bygate, 1987:35).
Hence , it is very important tllat learners be e.m.pped with
the necessary tools (strategies) to help them reach a
reasonable level of communicative competence in order to
get the best out of what they listen to.

Rea (1986), as quoted by Haile Michael (1992), states
that university education demands cooperative learning-
whereby seminars and discussions are conducted. Students
in AAU may also benefit a lot from doing the same: learning
cooperatively-discussing with their peers, instructors and
advisors (native speakers of English and non-native speakers),

:
i
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taking part in seminars and discussions where active
participation, in which questions are asked and views
expressed, is expected. Thus, they should, during
their ELT training at AAU, develop e££ective st»ategies
for negotiating meaning in collaborative discourse.

To date, no research has been done in AAU with the
intention of bringing to light the various strategies
listeners actually use in collaborative Aiscourse to
negotiate meaning. This study is, thus, an attempt to
investigate the interactional listening strategies some
fourth year student. in AAU are able to use to determine
how frequent, desirable or useful such strategies are
and to suggest the sorts o£ strategies that m~ be
valuable to develop.

1.2. Pappose of the-StudY

The purpose of the study is, accordingly, to find
out what strategies !AU fourth year students use to
shape the spoken discourse they participate ~rder to:

a) indicate understanding/attention,
b) indicate problems or understanding, and
c) indicate desire to shift topic or role and

maintain it
In line with this, tee following basic questions will be
asked:

a) How do AAU fourth year students participating in
collaborative discourse indicate understanding
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b) What strategies do they use to change instances
of non-understanding, and misunderstanding into
acceptable understanding?

c) How do they indicate desire to shift role or
change topic and maintain it?

d) What are the pedagogical implications that m~
be dra\in as far as the development of interactive
listening strategies are concerned?

The procedures and rationale for this study were
fUndamentally derived from:

a) Research findings which aim to describe the role
collaborative discourse/negotiation of meaning
pla;ys in second language acquisition (8LA)-

(Ellis, 1984, 1985; Krash en , 1981, 1985; Rost,
1990; Anderson and Lynch, 1988), the relationship
between listening and speaking (Ur, 198+; Rixon,
1986; and Brown et al., 1984).

b) Studies made by Pica et ale (1987), Pica (1991),
Rost (1986, 1990, - Rost & Ross (1991),
Anderson and Lynch (lSSSJ - on the role certain
listening strategies pla;y in comprehension of a
discourse.

1.3. Importance of the Study

Many researchers agree that human beings jn every day
life constantly encounter partial, underspecified, information.

I"'" v !.>r
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It also goes without s~ing that no one would understand
spoken discourse correctly all of the time- even native
speakers. Active listeners are those who ennstruct
reasonable interpretations on the basis of an underspecified
input and potnt out when more specific information is
needed. As noted by Brown (1990:172), "perhaps the most
important eontribution we (teachers) can mame is to help
our students listen to the foreign language with such a
feeling of confidence that they are able to ask questions,
just like a competent native listener, when they have
failed to understand something. It The provision of feedback
on success is also equally important.

The researcher hopes that the answers provided to the
basic questions of the research will have some important
pedagogical implications for the development in students
of appropriate strategies to indicate success or otherwise
in collaborative discourse. Thus it m~ be possible to
employ some of the insights from this research in preparing
teaching materials that are particularly intended to
facilitate academic learning at the university.

Aasvez-s to the basic questions m~ also raise instructoss'
and teacher trainers' awareness of the interaction behaviour
of AAU students and therefore provide valuable insights
for strategy training as well as teacher education •

.../
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1.4. Organization of the Study

The study is conducted in an attempt to investigate
the sorts of observable strategies that fourth year AAU
students use in collaborative discourse. A review of
related literature on the different strategies listeners
use, the relationship between listening and speaking,
and the role of interaction in SLA is provided in Chapter
Two. The rese~ procedure, to achieve the aims alre~
set, descrived in the third and fourth chapters includes:

a) Collection of data based on audio and video
recordings of interactions between NS and NNS
(one-to-one interactions between selected students
and instructors) which are then transcribed;

b) Development of a model of description which can
account for the different kinds of strategies
used by students to negotiate meaning. These
are divided into three: strategies used to
indicate understanding, problems of understanding,
and desire to over.uide topic and role.

c) Statistical analysis and discussion of the resulti.

The last Chapter, Chapter Five, de~s with the
conclusions arrived at and the recommendations made as a
result.

1.5. Limitations of the _S~

Learner strategies in general and listener strategies
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in particular are at times observable and at times not.
This study will deal on~ with those listener strategies
that are observable or C3D. be seen in the actual trenscribed
data. Due to time constraint, and the nature of the study
(the difficulties in transcribing), the number of subjects
is limited to on~ six students, and from one department.

The two sexes are not treated equal.Iy , There is,
in the study, only one female and this is not like~ to be
in any w~ representative o~ female students in the
university. Besides, the study focuses on~ on one-to-one
interaction (interactions between one instructor and one
student) and not on group (more than two participants)
interaction. Thus the limitations of applicability of the
study in the abover.espects should be considered.

1.6. Transcription Symbols Used

There is no uniform set of symbols for transcription.
Therefere, the following set which appears most convenient
for the purpose of this study has been used. Symbols used
by the follovling writers: Schwartz (1980), Gaskil (1980),
van Lier (1988), and Rost (1990) were adapted.

( XX)

.,••, ••• , etc

unintelligible or indistinguishable
utterance
pause; one period approximates
one second. These periods are
separated from the preceding
word by a space
rising, question intonation?

00/
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e:r, the ...... .. one or more colons indicate
lengthening of the preceding
sound

[ overlap of two channels - eg.
verbal and non-verbal

« )) : double brackets indicate comments
about non-verbal reactions

T. Teacher /instructor

··
top-ranking student one
top-ranking student two
middle-ranking student one
middle-ranking student two
bottom-ranking student one
bottom-ranking student two

·•
··
··
··



CHAPl'ER T\ofO

REVIEW OF RELATED LDlTERATURE

2.0. Introduction

There is by now a substantial body of research that
outlines the behaviours learners use and describes the
thought processes they engage in while taking part in
interaction. In particular, the focus of much of this
research has been on identifying the communication
strategies speakers use to get messages acress. In this
paper, however, an attempt will be made to identify the
listener strategies or processes used by language students
to understand or interpret a message. Although many factors
can contribute to the success of learners, the focus here
will be on the listener behaviours or strategies that can
be identified through empirical research, strategies that
will be mallifest in actual performance from the analysis of
speech data. In other words, only those behaviours or
strategies that do not need to be investigated through
introspective research techniques will be dealt with.

First the theoretical underpinnings and assumptions
on which this research rests - the role of listener strategies
in interactive discourse and the effect of tl1ese strategies
on comprehension and language learning/acquisition- will be
discussed. Then the research concerning the relationship
between listening and speaking will be reviewed. Finally
a typology of observable listener strategies in interactive
discourse will be provided.
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2.1. Listener Strategies vis-a-vis Related Concepts

In tlilispart an attempt will be made to define
listener strategies, explain the role of the listener,
and consider the relationship between listener strategies
and other types of strategies in second language learning.

The nature of ninput", by which we mean language that
is addressed to the ~ learner (Ellis, 1965), and --
interactional modifications that occur in native speaker
non-native speaker (hereafter described as NS and NNS,
respectively) conversation have been extensively investigated
over the last 15 years (Anderson & Lynch, 1988). The ..
investigations, however, ac~ording to Anderson & ~ch (1968),
were not without weaknesses: most of them approached NS-NNS
conversations from the point of view of the ~ speaker, and
not the listener. The importance of listeners' active
participation in conwersation- indicating when they have
made a reasonable interpretation of the meaning as intended
by the speaker, and indicating when they are havd.bg, problems
of comprehension - has already been mentioned in the first
chapter. It is a skill that young native speakers as well as
L2 learners have to acquire and develop.

In analyses of interactions between h learners and
native speakers, many writers (Pica et.al, 1987; Brown, 1990;
Pica, 1991; Rost, 1990; Rost & Ross, 1991) noted the positive
effects listeners' active participation had on the input
listeners received from their native speaker partners. So

n r:c!
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as employing an number of specific means to construct
meaning and learn. The word strategy refers to those means
(Willing, 1989) or to specific actions or techniques
employed in the reconstruction of meaning (Wenden, 1987:7).

Certain kinds of strategies are used in communicatibn·~
in order to compensate for deficiencies in an interlanguage.
These include: a) strategies used to compensate for problems
in listening and understanding- confirmation checks,
clarification requests, indicating current interpretations,
etc. (Bygate, 1987:34; Anderson and ~ch, 1988; Rost, 1990;
Pica, 1991), and b) strategies used to compensate for
production deficiencies - paraphrase, mime, literal translation,
circumlocution, etc. (Ellis, 198~; Bygate, 1987; Tarone,
1983.;1989; Fasil, 1992). Some writers (Tarone, 1983; Faerch
& Kasper, 1983; Bygate, 1987 take communic~tion strategies
to refer to only those strategies used to compensate for
production deficiencies -ie, only those strategies which are
noted in group 'b' above. Many writers, however, agree that
the strategies identified in both- 'a' and 'b' m~ be
described as communication strategies (Oxford, 1990; Willing,
1989; Chamot, 1987; Abraham and Vann, 1987; Wenden and Rubin,
1987). In fact, Oxford (1990) uses the term 'communication
strategies' to refer to strategies across the four langu@ge
skills instead of just in speaking and listening, as do
Tarone (1983.),Varadi (1983), Bialystok (1983), and others.

For the purpose of tiis paper, listener stnategies will
be defined as those observable means used to indicate current
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interpretations and those used to compensate for problems
in interpretation/listening. Some of these staategiea
have already been described under group 'a' above. It
follows, then, that if the term communication strategies
can be applied to both speaking as well as listening
situations, observable listener strategies m~ be taken
as a subset of communication strategies.

Many terms have been used by different writers to
refer to often overlapping aspects of listener strategies
as means to compensate for problems of interpretation.
Various writers (Van Lier, 1988; Yule et al., 199~McHoul,
1990; Pica et al., 1987) have used the term 'negotiation
of meaning' to describe how problems get discussed and
resolved by both participants. Oxford (1990), Wenden
(1987), and \villing (1989) use the term 'social strategies'
to include ways of asking for clarification, verification,
and correction. Schwartz (1980), McRoul (1990), van Lier
(1988), Rest (1990), and Pica et al. (1987) use 'repair
strategies' to refer to the indicating of trouble sources.
'Risk strategy' - referring to the frequency of clarification
requests and confirmation checks - is used by Rost (1990),

and ,
Brown et al. (1985);kBrown & Yule (1983). Editing strategies'
-referring to probing for clarification is used by Rost
(1990:67). The term 'cognitive language learning strategies'
is used by Abraham and Vann (1987). Indeed one of the
problems of carrying out research in this area is that there
is no agreed typology of strategies.
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Ac~ording to Willing (1989) , communication strategies
are in one important sense di~ferent ~rom learning strategies.
That is, the purposes that engender the two sets o~
strategies are different: whereas the goal of communication
strategies is the successful interpretation and production
of messages "the goal of learning strategies is the
comprehension, internalization, stoning, and setting up o~
accessing potential ~or useable data" (Willing, 1989:140).

Learners m~, however, use communication strategies to
communicate successfUl~ as well as to create some of the
.~fects that can be ~chieved by learning strategies. A
NNS in collaborative discourse ma;y, for instance, ask to
have a word explained or a meaning clarified; in so doing
he/she a) can more successful~ interpret the message, and
b) mIY be assisted with ongoing learning.

Some \\Titers ('•.,rilling,1989; Widdowson, 1990) support
the view that whenever a text is comprehended a form o~
learning ma;y be said to have occurred. It m~ be argued,
then, that since listener strategies are partly means of
unders tanding a text, they may flinction simul taneous};y as
strategies of learning. In other words, to quote from
Willing (1989;144), "i'1anycommunication strategies ma;y be
seen as necessarily incorporating strategies of learning'.'
Therefore, for pnactical purposes in the language teaching
context, a sharp distinction between the two notions would
not in fact be useful." Oxford's position is, in fact,
a stronger one: tiThe argument that communication strategies
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cannot also be learning strategies is inaccurate-
learning often results even it communication is the main
goal" (Oxford, 1990:243). Therefore, it is argued that
communication strategies (which also include observable
listener strategies) should be learnt for their potential
use as learning skills (Oxford, 1990; Rubin, 1987; Willing,
1989; Wenden, 1987).

There are thus three common factors which these three
types of strategies (learning strategies, communication
strategies, and listener strategies) m~ be said to contain:
all are geared toward the broad goal of comnnmicative
competence, all are geared toward comprehension, and all
aid language acquisition (Oxford, 1990:8).

In an experiment that was designed to assess the effects
of prior training on learners' ability to use certain
listener strategies, Rost and Ross (1991) found that prior
training of learners in certain listener strategies can
exert an effect on their interaction behavior and can
influence their immediate comprehension of discourse. The
result also showed that the trained ones performed better
in the tasks provided than the ones who had not been given
trcSining.

In addition, many research studies confirm that effective
~ listeners make better use of listener strategies than do
less effective ~ listeners (t-'hlrphy,1987; o 'r-lalley, 1987;

O'lwlalln et al,, 1989; Abrahm and Vann, 1987). In another
case study that compared the strategies of two language

1' ••. ,... __••• , ••., •••_ ..•• .,

' ••, ":L '""j(}! .;.~..) ~"# 1
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the learners, the more successful one, used a greater
variety of strategies that could directly or indirectly
dontribute to learning than the other 1e~er - the less
successful one. The comparisons also indicated that ~,the
absolute number of strategies used by the more successful
learner was greater thaa the absolute number of strategies
used by the less successful learner. The comparisons
further indicated some similarities in the Li.sbener-.

strategies the subjects used: "While both-. suvjects h'equently
asked for clarification of meaiing and for questions to be
repeated, the clever one used several strategies far more
frequently than the other student "(Abr-ahm & fMn, (1987:
86).

In the following table of the 'ovserved strategies',
from Abraham and Vann (1987), only strategies related to
listener strategies in collaborative discourse are presented.
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Strategies- Gerardo pedro
I Cognitive Language successful unsuccessful

Learning Strategies

A Elarification/Verification
1. Asks for meaning 16 10
2. Asks to have Statement/

Question repeated 9 9
3. Repeats part of word or

phrase, asks for more 13 1
4. Paraphrases to confirm

understanding 9 1
5. Repeats word or phrase --in question to confirm 0-r~-he heard corre~ly 13 1

6. Asks for correct form or
veri!~cation that form is
correft 23 1

7. Uses visual representatior
of lagguage during
interview to clarify or
verify 9 -

Total 92 23
Total No. of strategies used 317 81
No. of different strategies used 32 19•

TABLE 2.1 Listening Strategies of two learners (from Abraham
&Vann, 1987)

What the above research shows is the fact that listeners
have an important role to play in negotiating meanings. They
can, by actively participating in interactions- using dtfferent
listener strategies - understand the text better and as much
as is required for the purpose at hand, and more effectively
than listeners who do not employ such a variety of interactive

:~J.1.g;strategies .•

__1
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2.2. The Role of Interactive Discourse in

Language Learning

There are a lot of researches in the field of IL4
that have been carried out to investigate what makes
input comprehensible to the learner. Results of most
studies indicate that comprehension is best assisted when
the content of a text is repeated and re-phrased in
interaction (Krashen, 1985; Long, 1985- in Pica et al,
1987; Ellis, 1984; Ellis, 1985; Pica et al, 1987; van Lier,
1988; Pica, 1991; Rost, 1990). In other words, interactionsl
interactional modifications in the form of clarific~tion
requests, confirmation checks, and comprehension checks are
found to have a facilitating effect overall on comprehension.

Among the studies that have proved the utilit,y
of two-way interaction (where the speaker as well as the
listener has a role to play in t:--~enegotiation of meaning)
the Heidelberg Project- in Krashen, 1985 - is one. In the
study it is reported that there are "poaftive correlations
between acquisition of German and the amount of leisure
contact with Germans (r=.64) and work contact (r= .55).

Similarly, Long (1983 a in Krashen, 1985:34)
in a study ti.latcompared the effect on comprehension of
one way interactions, such as lectures, and two way
interactions such as real conversations, reported that
interactions between NS and ~ learners resulted in the use
of far more negotiations in the form of confirmation che~s
(the NNS confirming that he understood his conversational
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partner), comprehension checks (the NS making sure that
the NNS understood him) and clarification requests (the
NNS asking for help) than did one way interactions.

Fica et.al. (1987) also compared the comprehension
of ~ learners under two input conditions or linguistic
environments. In the first condition, input was modified
before the subjects saw or heard it and no opportunities
were given for modification through interaction. In the
second situation input was not premodified linguistical~
but opportunities were given for NS-NNS m04ifications 01
input in which both parties restructured the interaction
to arrive at ~tual understanding. The modifications were
brought about through moves that included clarification
requests, confirmation checks and comprehension checks.

Results of the study proviaed empirical evidence
for the value of NS-NNS interation in t~e negotiation
of meaning and for the important role which such negotiations
play in input comprehension (Pica et. al., 1987:746).

Fica (1991) described a similar study - again to test
the importance of negotiated interaction for the comprehension
of L2 input. This time she compared three different
interactional behaviours on three different groups: 8
negotiators, 8 observers who could only watch and listen to
the negotiators, and 8 listeners who carried out the task
away from the other two groups. The comprehension scores
of the three groups were compared. The results showed that
direct participation in the negotiation process vIas the most
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effective means to facilitate comprehension. The observers
.also performed better than those who were allowed only to
listen.

Krashen (1985:34) agreee \rith the views of Long (1985)

and Hatc~ (1978) when ,he talks of the consistency of the
weak form/version of the 'interaction hypothesis' with his
'input hypothesis':

A weak form of the interaction hypothesis
is, of course, fully consistent with the
input hypothesis. It (interactive
hypothesis) claims only that two w~
interaction facilitates acquisition in
that it allows more negotiation of
meaning, and thus gives the acquirer ~ _
o~timal data to work \rith, i.e. compeehensible
input.

Krashen (1981: 102) , writing about the role pl8\Yed
by comprehension in L2 learning, claims that comprehension
plays a central, and possibly pre...,d.ominantpart in the whole
process of language learning. In his own expression, n •••

comprehensiorr~ be at the heait of the language acquisition
processn (Krashen, 1981:102).

While agreeing on the importance of comprehensible
input, some writers believe that comprehensible input .~
not be either necessary or sufficient for SL~ to tak~place
(Ellis, 1985; Chaudron, 1983; Swain, 1983). Long (1983'&),

however is of the view that the effects of interaction and
comprehensible input on SLl\.are clear and can be seen or
drawn indirectly in terms of a simple syllogism.
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1. Conversational adjustments (A) promote comprehension (B)

"Two-way interaction can be an excellent way
of obtaining comprehensible input" (Krashen

I

I

(1985:33).
"Interaction is the means by which the learner

is able to crack the code" (Ellis, 1984:95).

2. Comprehensible input (B) promotes acquisition (C) I

"Whenever input is comprehended a form of I

learning C2Il be said to have tgken place" I

(\t/illing,1989: 143). I

t\

3. Deduce that A (conversational adjustments) promote
c (acquisition).

Legend:
----~~ direct relationship
- -- - ~ indirect relationship

FIGURE 2.1 Long's view of the relationship between interaction
andSLA

Long considers interactional adjustments to be the most
important influence for second language acquisition and points
out that these may occur even without/when there are no formal
modifications. He argues that inasmuch as interactional
adjustments expose the learner to new linguistic material, they
can be taken as the main sources of comprehensible input.

The following figure provides a similar model to account
for the way in which interactional adjustments in two-way
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Verbal opportunity for negotiated
communication less competent modificationtask involving ...speaker to of conver-two wa:y provide sationexchange of feedback on
information his/her

comprehension
,II

comprehensible Language
input ~cquisition

FIGURE 2.2 Relationship between interaction and second
language acquisition (Long 1983 in Ellis, 1985)

Acoording to Ellis (1985), Krashen's and Long's case
for comprehensible input is a strong claim. Against it, Ellis
argues that a) second language acquisition ma;r take place
without interactional modifications (eg. watching TV), and
b) interactional adjustments do not always result in
comprehensible input.

An intermediate position/hypothesis, and one on which
everybody agrees, is proposed by Ellis (1984:93): "Interaction
plays an important role in the rate of second language
development. II

2.3. The Relationship between Listening and Speaking

For second language learners to be proficient partners
in conversation they need to be skilled as both speakers and
listeners (Anderson and Lynch, 1988; Ur, 19S~). Yet language
teachers and course writers have not always appreciated
this interdependence - they have often separated off 'listening-
and 'speaking' as discrete parts of communicative competence.
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Penny Ur, for instance, regrets treating 'listening ,,-~
comprehension' as an isolated skill. In her own words:
"Listening comprehension has been treated as if it wer-e

an isolated skill - and in the classroom it can be
practised as such upto a certain point; but in the long
mdn it must obviously be integrated with active speech
production." (Ur, 1984-: 167). She goes on to justify
this by s~ing that a normal member of a society mus~ both
listen and be listened to, absorb the speech of others
and produce his own - these two activities should be
learned together in the classroom. Anderson and ~ch
(1988:15) have the same view~ The claim of these writers
is firmly based on the following belief:

The traditional method of developing
listening sii]s - getting learners to
listen and then to answee subsequent
comprehension questions- has limitations
as a technique for developing reciprocal
skills, partly because it separates the
skills Df- listening ~d speaking and
partly because it encourages a passive
view of listening skills.

-,{henlistening and speaking are separated, the
listeners do not get the chance to interact with the input,
ie. to indicate when there is problem of understanding, or
to provide feedback as to their comprehension. To use
Anderson and Lynch's words, isolating the two skills leads
learners to suppose that: "successful listening is a purely
receptive activity in which they receive and record what
they hear, rather than actively attempt to integrate the
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incoming information and seek clarification when that
interpretation-building process meets an obstacle"
(Anderson & ~ch, 1988:15).

A communication experiment in an ~ situation
conducted by Anderson and ~ch (1988) has confirmed the
value of integrating the two skills. In the experiment
a speaker had. to instruct a listener to dJ:aw a diagram
or arrange a set of objects. The result indicated thatz
"the most effective spoken performances came from speakers
who had previously been listeners on a similar tiask"
(Anderson & ~ch, 1988: 16).,

Another similar research conducted by Brown et ale
(1987) in both ~ & ~ situations, also pointed to the
interdependence between listening and speaking. file
experiment required paired tasks involving giving and
following instructions for making a route on a map. There
were some poor performances, with vague instructions,
produced by some speakers. The results of the study showed
that the same speakers (who performed poorly) often seemed
to perform unsatiifactorily as listeners, too - ignoring
the possibility of using certain listener strategies such
as queries or requests for clarification from their pantners.
So Itapoor performance from the same instruction-giver often
indicated unsuccessful listening and speaking combined"
(Anderson & Lynch, 1988:16).

Another research was conducted by Brown et ale (1984)
to study the effects of experience on the hearer's role.

, ,
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The researchers compared the performances of a number of
pupils they recorded in two sessions pne week apart.
These speakers had in the first week initially taken the
speaker's role and then had, in the same session, taken
the hearer's role in listening to another pupil giving
instructions on a different version of the same task.
One week later, the researchers recorded the pupils'
performances on other versions of two tasks. In their
spoken performances in the first week,the speakers produced,
on average, 58% of the required information in their
instructions on the two tasks. One week later, in their
second performances, having taken the hearer's role,the
average score rose to 78% of the required information. That
was a significant improvement.

The implication here is that an effective programme to
develop listening strategies has to provide a variety of
listening situations - reciprocal listening (where the
listeners have opportunities to interact or intervene when
help is needed) and non-reciprocal listening (where the
listeners have no opportunity to intervene when help is
needed). In other words, to quote Rixon (1986;6), IIMany
teaching materials concentrate on helping learners cope
wi th transactional language but it is equally important to
give them the chance to recognize and use features of
interactional language".

0 •• /
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2.4. Listener strategies in Collaborative Discourse

In this section, research which has identified and
described listener strategies in collaborative discourse
will be reviewed. As has already been mentioned, the
focus of the study will be on those behaviours or strategies
that can be observed.

2.4.1. Disp1~ys of Understanding and/or Participation

In collaborative discourse people are most often
concerned with getting their message across, as speakers,
and reasonably interpreting the text, as listeners. 'lbe
essential part of this process includes providing feedback
which p1~s a pivotal role in maintaining the interaction
CRost, 1990) In other words, when there are problems
of understanding listeners are expected to react to the
speaker's text to resolve communication breakdowns that
occur. It is even helpful, according to Rost (1990), to
look at what listeners do when they face no problems of
understanding for "the listeners facility in disp1a;ying
signs of participation and understanding in expected ways
constitmutes an important aspect of listening ability"
(Rost, 1990:91). In this section therefore we look at what
listeners do and are expected to do in situations where
there are no apparent problems of comprehension - at least
from the view point of t~e speaker. Most of wnat listeners
do under such situations is also discussed in category I
of 6hapter Three (~.2~.
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2.4.,1.1. Providing Oblj.gatory Response<s

While obligatory responses refer to ritualistic
encounters (which differ from culture to ~ture)"'it
would here be better to limit the scope of the term to
adjaceny pairs. Adjacency pairs are, according to :

M~(199l:122), exchanges whereby the move by the
speaker requires an overt response by the listener. Where
there is a question, for instance, there must be a response
of some kind. Where there is a greeting there must be some
sort of acknowledgement. According to Rost, the knowledge
of rituals/adjacency pairs pla;ys an important role in helping
the listener know exactly when to respond or intervene. Even
in open-ended conversations, interactions will often:setup
routine exchanges that require overt aCknowledgement by
the other partidip~t (Rost, 1990:99).

To put it another way, listeners in collaborative
discourse are expected to a) provide responses for moves that
require overt feedback from the listener - these are obligatory
responses, and b) provide these resp9nses at the right time.

According to 6rombie (1988) and Sinclair & Coulthard
(1975), whenever a speaker requests a linguistic response the
listener has to respond in some wa;y - this is described in
chapter 3 under sub-category 1.3. Further more whenever a
ppeaker requests a non-linguistic response or action the
listener has to react in some wa;y - non linguistically or with
verbal acfompaniment, sometimes. This is described in chapter

~ .
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3 under sub-category 1.4. According to Ooo~, if the speaker's
requests tor information or action are not answered
appropriately "we are likely to interpret this somehow: as
rudeness perhaps, or deafness, or lack of attention" (Qook,
1988:53).

As pointed out by Sacks et.al. (197~ and Rost (1990),
responses should be provided around points of transition
relevance - instead of being given randomly throughout the
interaction. Listeners, ot course, have different cues at
their disposal to help them decide when it is appropriate to
interrupt the speaker or take the floor. According to Beatie,
(1983); Duncan, (1972); and Harrigan (1985) as cited by Rost
(1990), such cues may be taken as 'trafttcsignals' for listener
interruption. The main cues tor listener responses are given
in Figure 2-3 Thus the ability to provide appropriate and
timely 'obligatory responses' can indicate the listener's
orientation to and comprehension of the discourse at hand.

1. Intonation - an onset of terminal rise or fall
in intonation signalling the end of a clause.

2. Drawl - a drawl on a syllable, signalling a
possible end of a clause.

3. Sociocentric sequence - the presence ot a stereo-
typed expression, typically following a substantive
statement, such as lye know but uh---'.

4. pitch loudness - drop in pitch and/or loudness
5. Gesture - termination of a hand gesticulati6n

used during the speaking turn.

Listeners will attend to ~ of these cues or at a
convergence of two or more of these cues.

FIGURE 2~3 cues for listener response (Rost, 1990:100)

/
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It should however be mown that ~ intonation patterns
are, in most cases, erratic and difficult to assess the
fUnctional value of •

2.4.1,2. Providing Listenership Cues

Tbe terms 'listenership cues' (Gumperz, 1983),

'listening responses t (Van Lier~ 1988)~and 'backchannelling
signals' (Rost, 1990) refer to verbal, semi-verbal, and
non-verbal cues (such as 'yes', 'yea', 'uhm' and non-verbal
nodding) that are used to indicate that a listener l/I

attending to a speaker (Goldstein & Conrad, 1990:448). In
this stu.~ the above terms are used interchangeably. Rost
maintains that "without appropriate back-channelling, a
conversation is likely to break down or simply stop -
the listener must provide appropriate recognition that the
discourse is being edited and that acceptable inferences
are being drawn rf (Rost, 1990: 100).

It should however be made cle~ that listenership cues
do not necessarily show that the listener has understood
the text at transactional level. Leo van Lier (1988:116)
has clearly stated the role of listenership cues or
back-channels:

Listening responses fulfil an important
function in verbal interaction. They are
typically demonstrations of approval,
attention, encouragement, understanding.
Their character is supportive or neutral
as regards the turn in hand, and in that
sense they m~ facilitate the turn's
development ('lubricate' it), and may
bo~t its duration and smoothness. Absence
of appropriate listening responses usually

. t.as a d.isrui=-t~..<~,gjl'Lt'} uence :)U \;hd cunrentr ~"'--n,"
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Thus a better way ot explaining this listener strategy
is to say that it tends to be used interactively to show
that the listener is cooperating with or attending to the
presumed intent of the speaker. This strategy is used in
the model and is described in sub-category 1.2. in Ihapter
Three.

2.4.~.3. Prompting the sReaker

Tijis is a str!tegic listener response used to. explicitly
prompt speakers on how to continue the conversation. There
are according to Rost (1990:201)' bwo w~s of doing this:
a) using formulaic prompts (such as "oh, really'), and
b) using specific referential questions. Such a question will
be different from a 'clarification request' (see un4er 2.4.2)
in the purpose of the utterance. The former is used with
the intent of showing cooperation and direction as to how
to continue the topic, while the lateer is used \~th the intent
of solving some problems of understanding.

This strategy is used in the model developed in chapter
3. Some modifications have been made to make understanding or
it easier. It is described in chapter 3 (~.2) under categoDy 1.

2.4.l••,4.•__!(efDrmulating a Speaker's Point of View

Skilled listeners in collaborative discourse know that
they should sometimes reformulate the speaker's utterances.
They may do so for two reasons: a) to indicate participation or
cooperation with the speaker, and b) to reject the speaker's
point of view. As reported by Rost (1990:105), reformulation
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of the speaker's talk based on cooperative intent is quite
common in communications among ~teachers and their students
and it serves as a ratification of the speaker's effort to
communicate and this allows the interaction to continue.

Reformulation as a listener strategy is also used
in the model of analysis presented in the third chapter-
under category 1, sub-category 1.1.

2.4.2 Query & Repair - Dis.:Q..~aysof Problems oJ.
understanding

Skilled listeners usually do not override topics or
points that are ambiguous or unclear to them - unless the
point is not important for the purpose at hand. That is
to say, they try to repair or reconstruct the text by
negotiating with the speaker. Emphasizing the importance
of repair, 't/illing(1989:62) writes: "Conversations often
do not develop smoothly, as participants check whether the,
have understood correctly, request clarification, or clear
up mis-understandings. Repairs need careful handling. II If
listeners do not query trouble spots W if they choose to
take high risks - it means that they tolerate the ambiguity
and- continue with the problem.

Strategies used to indicate problems of understanding
are presented in the model of analYsis under category 2 in
Chapter fhree.

2 ••~a.l ~ar;!i~tion Reguests
As pointed out by Ellis (1985:301), when ~ learners

interact with native speakers or non-native speakers, they

. " .,,1
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often experience considerable problems of understanding.
To secure mutual understanding, listeners may query various
aspects of the discourse. Pica et ale (1987:740) define
'clarification requests' as "moves by which one speaker
seeks assistance in understanding the other speaker's
preceding utterance through questions and statements such

Ias 'I don't understand' er imperatives such as 'Please
repeat'." Rost (1990:112) similarly defines the term
'query' as "questions, statements, and non-verbal reprises
through which the listener indicates non-understanding or
con.fusion.tt

Rost (1990) has adapted, from Bremer et ale (1988),
three types of listener queries: global query (problem
related to overall text), local query (problem related to
a portion of tl--:.ediscourse text), and transactional query
(problem related to macrostructural organization), These
are categorized from a formal perspective. He also identifies
7 other types of listener queries categorized from a
functional perspective.

HcTear (l985-in Rost, 1990) has also identified four
specific sequenceB involving requests for clarification:
non specific request for repetition, specific request for
repetition, specific request for specification, and potential
request for elaboration. These specific sequences or
strategies indicate a type of conversational repair
mechanism in which the listener identifies a problem and
requests clarification.
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Clarification requests are included in the system of
analysis and are discussed in Category 2 in Chapter Three.

2.4.2.2. Confirmation Checking

This is a strategy whereby one speaker seeks confirmation
of the other's preceding point through re.petiti"0not what was
perceived to be part of the preceding utterance (Pica et al.,
1987:740). According to Oxford (1990:169), confirmation
checking means "checking to make sure that something has been
rightly understood - through moves such as "lid you s~ ?n

As pointed out by Rost (1990:114), inasmuch as neither speaker
nor listener can ever be fully sure of the inferences being
made by the interpreter, listener checking, as well as
speaker checking of listener's comprehension, is a common
practice in all types of information exchange activities-
even among competent speakers.

McTear (1985), as cited by Rost (1990:119), has identified
two types of confirmation check: specific request for
confirmation whereby a listener repeats a word (or words)
to make sure that he/she has understood it, and potential
request for confirmation whereby a listener offers a
hypothesis - type check concerning his/her current state of
understanding. These aDe described and exemplified in the
model of analysis under category 2 in Chapter Three.

9.4.3. Displ~ys of desire to override topic
and/or role

\Vhile it is important tnat listeners indicate their
understanding and problems of understending in some way ,
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it is not unexpected that they sometimes use moves which .
show neither understanding nor problems of understanding.
Such moves usually indicate the listener'j desire to shift
role - listener to speaker, or modify the topic at hand
or totalJ,t ignore the topic being discussed. These are
described and exemplified under category 3 in Chapter
ThRee - (~.2).

2.4.3.1. Shifting to the Role of Primary Contributor

According to Rost (1990:103), "one of the unspoken
norms regarding listening/speaking roles in casu&! talk
may be that of symmetry: participants are expected to
distribute these roles more or less equally over an extended
conversation. II In other words, the role of participants as
primary contributors and primary interpreters has to be
balanced. Thus, listeners at some point may start developing
the topic at hand and entertain the role of primary
contributor. Conversation, therefore, goes on with participants
switching their roles back and forth as topic developers and
interpreters. What Rost (199Q:IQ4.) has written may summarize
the point: "In collaborative discourse listeners have purposes
beyond understanding the transactional content of a speaker •••
they can make contributions that are relevant to the content
of the speaker's talk."

2.4.3.2. Topic Switching

These may, according to Bremer et ale (1988 - in Rost,
1990:113), be seen at two levels: topic switches and
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overriding. Tbe former indicates the listener's desire
to develop a given aspect of the discourse topic - and not
the present topic. The latter - overriding - refers to
questions or statements that listeners ask or make to
apparently ignore the immediately preceding discourse.
In both cases, the listener is switching the topic at hand.
Examples are given in the model of analysis under category
3 in Chapter Three.

Finally I wish to make a few points concerning degrees
of risk involved in use of these strategies.

Many writers agree that as acquisition progresses, the
language learner uses various strategic listener responses/
s§rategies of listening more often and over a wider range
of discourse types (Rost, 1990; Bremer et al., 1988 - in
Rost, 1990). In addition good learners are expected to
move a\iBy from using global and local queries to using more
specific queries in an attempt to repair the discourse.

Moreover, as acquist~ion progresses, listeners learn
to utilize a balance of low-risk and high-risk strategies
at appropriate points in conversations. Low-risk strategies
are (according to Brown and Yule, 1983; Brown et al., 1985
as cited in Rost, 1990:28) those strategies related to the
success principle ~~ereby the listener assumes current
understanding needs to be checked. High-risks strategies,
on the other hand, are related to a 'parsimony principle'
whereby the listener assumes current understanding is
correct without checking if it is. In other words, as
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acquisition progresses, listeners move from treating all
listening tasks with the same risk orientation to adopting
flexible orientation depending on purpose (Rost, 1990:157)~

The strategies that have been described wnder 2.4 of
this chapter may, then ,indicate whether a listener is using
an overall low or ~igh-risk strategy. If a listener, for
instance, uses the strategies under 2.4.2 frequently, it
means that he/she is adopting an overall low-risk strategy.
On the other hand, if a listener primarily adopts strategies
described under 2.4.1. (1.2 especially), it means that hel

she is using high-risk strategies. The following figure
(based on Brown et al., 1985 - cited in Rost, 1990:228-229)
indicates what listeners adopting high-risk or low-risk
strategies do.

.../
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Low - risk strategies

1. Check that all entities are unambiguously identified
(eg. by name, location, etc).

2. Require exact specification of descriptions.
3. Check that the speaker knows what you understand.
4. It necessary, recapitulate your movements.
5. Do not make any new interpretation until you are

sure you have the required information.
6. Move minimally away from current focus.
7. Be prepared for your partner's understanding

to be different from your own.
8. Constantly test speaker's representation.
9. Remind speaker of your goals.

FIGURE 2.4 Risk-strategies

High - risk strategies
~
I

f
1

,
i
Ione
1

1. Assume maximal identity of information
- eg. assume a mentioned entity is the
you have in mind (in focus)

2. When detail is lacking, eg. in specifying
an entity or relationship, use a best-guess
tactic. ,

3. Assume your information is secure and ignore
incompatible information (eg. refuse to
incorporate extra information that does not
make sense).

4. Only process speaker's turn in terms of what
you know - don't requeat additional information,
give minimal feedback sO that speaker doesn't
~ive additional information.

.../
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In this chapter I have tried to review the
relationship between listener strategies and other
related concepts - communication strategies and le~
strategies. Then the role of interactive discourse in
language learning has been assessed. I have also tried
to indicate the relationsPip between listening and
speaking. Finally an attempt has been made to review
the different aspects of listener strategies, identified
by different writers, that are used in collaborative
discourse.

.;



CHAPTER THREE

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

3.0. Introductio~

As indicated earlier the focus of t~is study is on
investigating the t,ypes and frequencies of observable
listener strategies 4th year Addis Ababa Universi~
(AAU) students use in collaborative discourse. An
attempt has been made to analyse the strategies used
under four broad categories: strategies used

a) to indicate understanding/attention,
b) to indicate problems of understanding,
c) to indicate desire to overriAe topic and role,

and
d) to maintain the role of a speaker.

The following guide questions were thus asked in order to
analyse data within these four broad categories.

a) Hhat kinds of strategies do listeners use to
indicate understanding and/or attention?

b) .hat strategies do they use to indicate problems
of understanding?

c) ~at strategies do they use to indic~te desire
to override topic and role?

d) How often do they maint~in the role of a speaker?

3';;1. The Comus
3.1.1. Selection of farticipants

As has already been pointed out, interaction in ~

,
• e 0:/
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learning situations consist of discourse jointly constructed
by the learner and his interlocutors (Ellis, 1985).
Different kinds of conversational interactions may require
different kinds of listening strategies. The kinds and
frequencies of strategies used by listeners in interacttiDns
that are prompted or necessitated by tasks such as following
instructions and that are done for the sake of information
or opinion exchange may vary • It may even be expected that
different types of tasks require different kinds and
frequencies of strategies. Heno~ thr~~ different activities
(one discussion and tvlO different types of tasks) were used
to investigate the types and frequencies of strategies used
in these conditions.

The researcher thus had to identify students that
could be expected to interact in both kinds of activities-
discussions and tasks involving following instructions.
High school students could be observed interacting in one
of the situations (the tasks) but not in the other (the
discussion) for there would be no genuine reason for whioh
they would discuss in English. A similar problem existed
wi th r=, ;ild, and 3rd year uni versi ty students. The best
option was to use 4th year ILS students who are expected
to write senior essays in English. These students have a
real reason for interacting in EngliSh - with their advisers
during advising sessions. Thus, 4th year ILS students were
selected for the study.
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Six students were selected. All of them were from
the Department of Foreign Languagea and Literature. They
were drawn from three overall educational performance
levels- as determined by their CGPA. Each was then assigned
to one of three groups: top-panking (TR), middle-ranking
(MR), and bottom-ranking (BR). In addition it was decided
that only subjects whose advisers were native speakers
of EngliSh (who were also non-Amharic speakers) would be
choosen. 'Ibis was again for authenticity's sake- if the
advisers were Amharic speaker-s then not only was there
the possibility of using Amharic but there might also be
no genuine reason to use English throughout. Fortunately,
there were sufficient students who fitted well into the
three overall educational performance levels and who were
advisees of native EngliSh speakers. One of the subjects
was a female- this was not a selection made with the
intention of identifying the strategies used by the
different sexes, but occurred by mere chance - as she
fitted well into one of the three levels and was the
advisee of a native En~lish spea1{er.

The study focus ed on the observable listener
v..

strategies used by the six students. The students 'lt/ere

not actually aware of the exact purpose of the study-
except t~at they were required to participate in the
activities for research purposes. The instructors or the
advisers, however, did know the purpose of the research •

.../
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One of them was, in fact, adviser not only to some of
the subjects but also to the researcher as well.

The subjects were told that they ~re needed for
the study only because they were advisees o~ native
English speakers - and not because of their CGPA or
overall educational performanc~.

3.1.2. Selection and Description of Actiyities

As has already been mentioned under 3.1.1, different
kinds of activities were needed to enable the researcher
to identify the different types and frequencies of
strategies that might be used in different situations,
There were, thus, three activities selected - a discussion,
a map task, and a pie-chart task. The discussions were
expected to be freer than the tasks - hence, different
roles of participants and different patterns of interactions
were expected to eoerge from the data.

3.1.2.1. Th(Discussions/Advising Sessions

All the studentE were recorded while discussing matters
related to their senior essay topics with their advisers.
The first three minutes of the recordings were not analysed.

The subjects were told by their advisers when they
would discuss their senior essays or they made the
arrangements together. This, it was hoped, would help the
subjects to prepare themselves in adv~nce. It would, in
addition, help to make the discussions more realistic •

.../
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The following table shows the duration of the discussions-
actual and analysed.

Subjects Duration, actual Duration, analysed

T1 21 18

T2 23 20

~ 17 14

M2 20 17

Br 18 15

B2 19 16

TABLE 3.1 Duration of discussions

3.1.2.2. The Tasks

Students were presented with two types of task: a) a
map task (see Appendix A) , and b) a pie-chart task (see
Appendix e ). All the students were given exactly the same
tasks. There were tuo versions of the visual material in
the tasks: a speaker's version (to be used by the native
English speaker-s and a h.earer's version (to be given to
the students). The instructors also had. a separate sheet of
instructions to be read.to the students and were provided
with further information which could optionally be made
available to students if clarifie.ati~ was sought. They
were also allowed to study the visual material available to
the students.

•
Ie •. ,.;.
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The tasks, adaptations from Andersonc.and Lynch (1988),
were designed to confront listeners with a number of
'problem points'. These were points in the instructions
where listeners might be unsure as to the item referred
to in their task-sheet. The 'problem points' were indicated
in the speaker's version with the expanded (correct and
unambiguous) reference-see also Appendix - for the
supplementary information on 'problem points'. This was
done so that when any student felt he/she needed more
precise information, the speaker could easily supply him/
her with the right information. In other words, they were
indicated to serve as guidelines for the speakers.

Students were informed that they wer-e free to stop
and question the speaker whenever problems arose. That is
to s~, they were allowed, indeed encouraged, to ask for
clarifications, repetitions, and confirmation.

In the tasks, unlike the discussion sessions, all
the recordings wer-e analysed • The 'dUIIJID;yrecordings' which
were only used for allowing the students to get used to
being recorded, lasted ofily for about two minutes. The
follovring table shows the duration of each task.



~. r

, duration in minuteSUbjects .

Task 1 Task 2 Total
.•......•..•,.:~

T1 10'30 7'30 18
T2 10'50 8'20 19' -10
M1 9'10 9'20 18'30
M2 11'20 12'40 24
Bl lo~50 7'30 18'20
B2 11'40 24'00 35'40

..
TAEIT~ 3.2 Duration of tasks

3.1.3. Record.ipg Procedure

Both video and audio recordings were made. fhe
video-taping was especially important to enable the
researcher to detect non-verbal reactions while the
audiotaping was used to facilitate transcription of the
conversations. The video camera was fixed on a tripod
and it was installed and set up by the advisers or by
someone who would then leave the room. This was considered
desirable for it minimized the fear or nervousness or
whatever else might be experienced by the students when
talking to someone in the presence of other observers.
The audio tape recorder was put in a place where it could
record clearly.

3.2. Development and Description of Model

In order to carry out the task of interpreting the
data generated by the research it was clearly necessary
to develop a system of analysis - a model.

etJ./
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According to Pit Corder (1983:15), "Since communication
is a cooperative enterprise, one must suppose that we m~
adapt both productive and recept~e strategies of
communication, If but he continued that "so far no one has
attempted ••• to investigate the latter (receptive strategies)".
Seime (1989) and T.wolde (1988) investigated the listening
strategies college and Junior Secondary S,chool students use,
but they treated the transactional aspect and not listening
strategies in collaborative/interactive discourse.

Ultimately, it was not possible for the researcher to
obtain from the literature a sufficiently detailed taxonomy
from which to derive a system of analysis which treated the
strategies listeners use to indicate understanding, problems
of understanding, and desire to override topic and role in
collaborative discourse. Although considerable assistance
was available from Rost's (1990) description of the
different strategies used by listeners in collaborative/
interactive discourse, other vTriters (Oxford, 1990; Richards,
1983; Willing, 1989; Wenden and Rubin, 1987; Ellis, 1985;
Bygate, 1987; Crombie, 1988; Anderson and Lynch, 1988) have
only focused on particular aspects of listener strategies
in collaborative discourse. All these works were studied
carefully and relevant strategy descriptions were noted,
but none of them provided a model sufficient for the
current research.
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Hence a model of some kind had to be designed
and modified, by the researcher, utilizing information
derived from the literature review, the pilot study
and subsequently from the data collected during the
m&tn research. It was also found to be important to
include, in the model, atrategies that might not be
found in the data as this would help to show what
strategies 'the SUbjects lack and what strategies they
actually know and use.

The first task was thus to classify into categories
those_observable listener strategies that might be found
in collaborative discourse that could be identified from
the literature review and/or had been identified during
the pilot study. This involved a close study of the
strategies identified by a number of researchers in
order to sift out those concerned specifically with
performance in collaborative discourse. Accordingly
four main categories of strategies wer established.
Strategies used to indicate understanding (either from
the listener's or the speaker's point of view) were
assigned to category I (see Table 3.3 and also Chapter
2 - 2.4.1). Strategies used to indicate problems of
understanding were assigned to category II {see~T~ole
3.4 and aleo Chapter 2 - 2.4.2). Strategies that
indicate desire to override topic or role of the previous
speaker, and which therefare could not be clearly assigned
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to either Category 1 or Category 2 were assigned to
Gategory III (see Table 3.5). Finally the turns taken
by the listeners (the students) to maintain the primary
role of contributor/speaker were assigned to Category
IV (see Table 3.6).

The model developed by the researcher identifies 6
strategies for indicating understanding/approval in
category I. Rost (1990) had identified four strategies
under this category. Two of them (back-channelling and
prompting) were used in the model. Rost's description
of the first one was taken as it was while his description
of tl:e second one (prompting) was slightly modified for
the sake of simplicity. ~NO of his strategies (identifying
transition points and organizing turn taking - see also
chapter 2 - 2.4.1) were rejected as they were felt to be
too general to be applied to particular strategies. They
were rather believed to refer to the overall interaction.
They could however be used to discuss the relative degree
of risk taken by each participant in an interaction. One
strategy (summarizing or reformulating the speaker's
contribution) was taken from Bygate (1987). Again, tmder
the same class, hiO strategies (respond and react, 1.3 &

1.4) were taken from Crombie (1985). These same strategies
had also been identified and used by Sinclair & Coulthard
(1975) to analyse classroom interaction. The sixth strategy
under Category I - providing an example - was taken from
Murphy (1991).
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Six strategies were also identified in the second
category- strategies used to indicate problems of
understanding (see Table 3.4). The first sub-class
clarification request (2.1) was taken from Oxford (1990),
Rost (1990), Alderson & Lynch (1988), Pica et ale (1987),
and Ellis (1985). All of them agree on the meaning and
use of the term -(see Chapter 2 - 2.4.2.1). There are
however some writers (McTear, 1985; Bremer et al., 1988 -
both; in Rost, 1990) who have identified specific strategies
under this sub-category and I found them fit for the model.
Three of these strategies (non-specific request for repetition,
specific request for repetition, and specific request for
elaboration) had been identified by McTear. Out of these
three strategies two had also been identified by Bremer
et al., but emp:oying different terms- minimal query and
local query. The terms 'non-specific request for repetition'
and 'minim3.l query' have thus been used interchangeably in
this study, and similarly the terms 'specific request for
repetition' and 'local query'. Another strategy, in
addition, Has also taken from Bremer et ale - global query
or metalinguistic query - a strategy which had not been
identified by McTec~.

The second sub- class of strategies for indicating
problems of understanding confirmation checking (2.2),
was defined after OY10rd (1990), Rost (1990), Willing
(1989), and Pica et ale (1987). All of them agree on the
meaning and use of this term (see Chapter 2- 2.4.2.2.)•

• :!>q.!
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The model for this part of the research model was
eventually designed, however, in favour of the
descriptions of Rost (1~90)and McTear (198~)for they
had identified specific strategies that were considered
to be most suitable for the purpose of this study. There
were thus two strategies included in the model under this
sub-category (2.2.1 & 2.2.2.). McTear (1985) had
identified two strategies (specific request for confirmation
and potential request for confirmation), the lattr also
being subsequently identified b~ Rost but using a
different term (hypothesis-type check). For the purpose
of this study the terms 'hypothesis-type check' Qnd
'potential request for confirmation' have been used
interchangeably - see 2.2 in the model.

Sub-categories 2.1 and 2.2 are similar in that they
are used to refer to strategies used b1 the listener to
solve problems of understanding or to clear up uncertainties.
However, while clarification requests {2.1) are used by
listeners to seek assistance in understanding the text
through questions, statements such as 'I don't understand',
and imperatives such as 'flease repeat', confirmation checks (2.2):
are used to seek c~nfirmation o~ an utterance through
repetition or reformulation of what was perceived to be all
or part of the preceding text. They/both are, in essence,
different means to the same end.

,
~../
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In the third category, displays of desire to
override topic and role of current speaker, three
strategies were identified. Rost had identified a set
of strategies that indicate 'listener shaping of
discourse'. I felt that these strategies would not
fit into either Category I or Category II Since most of
his strategies indicate, in one way or another, desire
to override the topic and/or role of current speaker,
they were assigned to a third category. All the
strategies under Category III are thus adaptations of Rost's
set of strategies described as 'listener shaping of
discourse'- see also 2.4.3 in Chapter 2.

The last category - Category IV - consisted or only
one sub-category. It is, strictly speaking, inappropriate
to call this sub-category 'strategy' for it consisted only
of turns tj~at t~e listeners (students) had taken as primary
contributors or speakers while the instructors would
become listeners. Thus Category IV indicates listeners'/
participants' desire to maintain tee role of a speaker.
Students were said to have maintained the role of speaker
when they kept on talking as the instructors ba~channelled.
This last category was derived exclusively from the data
and was considered necessary in order to account for the
substantial proportion of interaction during one of the
activities When the student listeners took on the role
of major topic contributor.
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3.3. Identitying and Counting Strategiee

Once the data had been collected the next step was
to transcribe, identify, and code each turn taken bi. the
students. Then the.types and frequencies of strategies
used under each categor,y and sub-category were counted.
These strategy and turn counts were then tabulated in
such a way as enable the researcher to analyse and
interpret them easily.

Some hierarchical relationships were indicated in
the data collected. The bare bones of the hierarchy,
or rank scale, can be expressed as follows:

Transaction (Topic)
1Exchange

~

tStrategy

Each turn of the interactions was characterized by
a particular discourse exchanres. ~nere were specially
five structures that emerged from the data:

1. Teacher talks and student b ackchanne l.s-

2. Teacher questions and student answers.
3. Teacher talks and student talks.
4. Student questions and teacher answeps.
5. Student talks and teacher backchannels.

All of these structures played roles, in one way or
another, in indicating the students' understanding (1&2)
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semiverbal channel. Similarly when a semiverbal and/
or nonverbal reaction was 8&Companied by a verbal
reaction or Besponse of the same function then the
strategy count was coded only under the verbal channel.
If nonverbal reactions occurred alone,however, the
strategy count would definitely be identified under
the non-verb~l channel.

Intonation (except rising or question intonation)
has not been discussed or used in the analysis for it
was believed there would be so many errors or instabilities
in the students' use of patterns of interaction (a common
problem of ~ learners) that I could not rely on them •

... 1
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TABLE 3.3. Category I - Strategies used to indicate understanding

Sub-!category Tyt>e ofstrategy Description Example of exponent of expression
.-.....•

!-- . •

!
I
i
j
j

i
I

1.1. Summarizing
or

reformulating
the speaker' s
contribution

The listener evaluates the
speaker's contributions and
reformulates them. He/she
indicates understanding by
summarizing the speaker's
meaning or intention

T - because the I schools are just
reluctant

T - sure they are reluctant they
1 just want us to finish their

text book

1.2. Listening
re aponse a"
(back

charielling)

The listener provides appropriatE
cues to the speaker to indicate
approval, attention,encourage-
ment, and understanding. The
listener indicates these by
verbal, semi-verbal, and non-
verbal cues as the speaker
proceeds.

T - h'eturn into progress street
B - Ok1
T - and then we take the first left
B - uhm
1 t « nod))

'I' , tt,rQI-;.

• They do not necessarily indicate that the listener is understanding, they tend to be used
interactively to demonstrate attention, approval and encouragement. .../
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sub-category Type of strategy Description Example
1.3. Respond The listener indicates

understanding by provid-
ing an appropriate
response to an elicitation

T - what do they actually do
when they are learning?

T2- may be relating what I said
to what they know

\0
IJ'\

1.4. React The listener provides a
non-linguistic response
appropriate to a directive
(request for non-
linguistic response or

action). This may be
followed or accompanied
by linguistic 'okay' or
II won't.

T - underline the title o~
Ithe book

Ml- «underlines the title o~
the book))

I
i
·1~

I
1.5. Prompting

the speaker
The listener provides
prompts to the speaker
in order to inuicate
understanding and attential
or participation

T - ok so you are not
with •••

£1- questions
T - yes questions

Iconcerned I
!
I
I

.../
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--- --- . ---- I- --------sub J ~~e of Description Examcategory s ategy

1.6 Providing The listner provides examples T - certainly
example in order to indicate under- by context

standing Bl- for exampl
,

just state
~.... - .•-- ...&-_---- .. ..-..-- '-'- -~- ..........- .

I
PIe • ~_-by context certainly

••• any an;y
e the sentence you hay
d

~ABLE·3.4 Category II - Gtrategies used to indicate problems of understand1P.8

subi sub-class category

C"-
IJ\

2.1
I I I I ~-

Skilled listeners will identify
part of the discourse needing
repair and will query those
points when appropriate

I I I i - -~..-~ -- "_.-..."--...".---.-
The listener indicates an under-
standing problem" or desire for
elaboration, related to overall
text or task and not explicitly
or specifically related to the
immediate text.

clarification
request

DescriptionType ofstI:'ategy

2.1.1 global query
(metalinguistic

query)

Examples-~--~ .. ,- .._-._--
see sub-categories

I
0'_, .. -. _. .- .•. ,., . - 1-

T - between the side of,
the circle and the
top of the circle

T1 would you please
speak: slowly?

•••7
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Cont'd ••••
~ub-I sub- ,T:rneorclass category sttategy Description I Examples r

1,
!

2.1.1 2.1.2 The listener indicates an T - we go along Tewodros street
understanding problem, or and the next place we're
desire for elaboration, going to visit the Nations
generally connected to Museum the Nations museum •••
immediately ~recedins B2- repeat this one I
discourse I

I 2.1J3 Specific The listener identifies a T - that's down t~-;lace Hoad '--r
request for portion of the discourse and then along •••
repetition text as a trouble source, Tl- you said we turn down and
(local query) and reque~t~ the speaker then what?

to repeat the information T - and then along to the palace •••

Non-specif'ic
request for
repetition
(minimal

query)

2.1.4 --TSpecific
request for
elaboration

The listener requests
explana.tionof information
that has not yet been given
but is considered important
for the understanding of
the message.

T - and in the other two you put
'do not smoke' and 'over 15
per day'

M2- in which? in which I write
T - ok 'do not smoke' in the

30% slice
I L I. _ I --$...

.../
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sub- I sub- I Type" ofclass 'category strategy
2.2

Description Bxample
..

(7\
lI\

The listener reformulates
what the speaker has said
according to his/her own
understanding. He/she
offers a hypothesis-type
check concerning his/her
current state of understand- 1 l"
ing.

i-' !-' ----..10'------.- .....-+1 ......--.. •. ~-- .. - .• .....- ..•- -.- ....•.•• -...- ..•- ...•...••--_.

2.2.1.

2.2.2.

Conf~mation
check

Specific
request
for
confirmation

potential
request for
confirmation
(hypothesis-
type check)

Skilled listeners use gambits
for checking their under-
standing when ap.rropr-i.at e

The listener repeats a word
or words to make sure that
he/she has understood it.

see sub-categories

T - in one of them you put
less than 10 per day

Tl- I write lesson 10
T - le:ss tha:n 10 per day
T - well well
1

T - outside those you put8. 12~ and 3~
Ml- outside the three SLices

you mean?
T - outside yea

.../



TABLE 3.5. Category III - Strategies used to indicate desire to ove~ide topic and role

sub- ype of - ~r.
catego strategy Description Examples :

I - •.• ".--.--~- --·- .....•~-- .........•..•-----....-'-------·----~--~·it-:.
3.1. Shifting The listener changes his/her role ir - the context itself should I

role of respondent or interpreter to enable for the practice to
primary topic contributor or ta:J:t.'place
speaker - under the same topic M2- yes
or the topic being discussed T - after initial presentation :

Iyes if I show them a model I
context and then -----1

o
\0

3.3. 10verriding The listener asks questions or
makes statements which apparently
ignore the immediately preceding
discourse

M -2

3.2. ITopic
switching

The listener starts to develop
a given aspect of the discourse
topic, but not the present topiC

A - I thoughtthat most of the
people I talked to at the job I
interview were friendly, but ~
there were two very rude peoPle!f
especially... I
I had an interview once too I

Rost (1990) _~
B -

A - I w~uld like.you to ~8Wer all I
of ~he quest~ons on s~de 1.. /

B - Can we open the window? I
Rost (1990) J

I I! I ~.•.........-.- .../
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TABLE 3.6. Category IV - Turns taken by students to maintain the role of a speaker

I ' ,_~.~--.....- __..-..---.A- • - - • __ ~... •••••• - •••••• I

r
""

subcategory
I

4.1.
Type

I
Maintainj;ng
role as a
speaker

Bescription-Listeners, once they have
shifted their role, maintain
the role of speaker and the
previous speaker may start
back channelling or
interpreting the text.

ExBtRples
T - which strategies will enable

them to compensate for the
text

Tl- well I can't definitely say
this or that but let me expresl
my feeling.

T - uhhm
Tl- er: I think the students have

their own not work
T - uhhm
Tl- and just using -->

(
T1hOldS the floor for the next
seven turns )
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PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF DATA
4.0. Introduction

The main goal of this research, as previous~ noted,
was to look at the tppes and frequencies of ovservable listher
strategies six AAU fourth year students make use of to indicate
understanding, and problems of understanding. The presentation
and discussion of the results obtained from the data is given
in three sections. In the first section the data obtained from
the two tasks (Map Task & Pie Chart Task) is presented and
discussed. In the second section, the data obtained from the
discussions in the advising sessions is presented and discussed.
Tpis division of the activities into two sections is used as the
two types of activities (task and discussion) mqr differ in the
patterns of interaction they require of the listener. Final~
the use of individual strategies across the three activities is
discussed in the third section, and a brief analysis of relative
risk adoption is given.

4.1. Fresentc,tion and Discus.l?"ionof 'l'askActivities

Two types of tasks were utili sed to investigate the types
and frequencies of strategies the selected students used in
negotiating meaning. Similar patterns are used to present and
analyse the data on the two types of tasks. The relationships
that exist between the strategies used in performing the two
pyPes of tasks are analysed.

4.1.1. _.Task 1 - The f1ap TasK

4.1.1.1 •• :apes and F.r:e.9.~'1£.~.e.s_ofStrategies Used
from each CategoEY

The following table sets forth the types and frequencies
of observable listener strategies that the selected students
used in carrying out Task 1.

. G./ '



TABLE 4.1 Types and Frequencies of 8b.erTable Strategies Used in Task 1

: Sub I "-1 'll'cat.No. V SV If v

~Rel5pOnd: -- --- _.---- -- --.----~- - -.- ..----
I 1.4 React
I

r- 1.5 I Prompt
i 1.6 I Providing example
I~ ___ -
. 2.1.1 Global query

1

"'I
$V HV1T

H2 j OJ: I 52 ':1
V SV NV!T:V SV NY T ,V SV NY I T.

~SVNvlfotal NvTTv

I I I
18 _ - 1~ - - --I1.1 Summarizing or reformulating 8 8 2 2

1.2 BackchaneUing
// q 2 ~~ 11 146 2 2214

~

·-------+l'-~---~--·-~~-~:-11~~:--:-:~-:-.-.---~----~---.-:+1----:-~~-~~~~-~~~:-~~-~~-I='J
f----+-I - ., I) - --"!.-----·-----·t------- --- -----_..- - -.----t--- -. --- --~r-'---- 1

-~.-=.------~-- ~---: -.::, ~V --- -r= --~
1 - - i 1 - - - - - - - - - - -~--------- '~r-~::"--.--I~l: :::::;;~:;.,~---- ~_~_:L:_-}-~~~~_:~l-:-~-~-~---~•. =::J:~-~-~:-:g-~--~,

2.1.4 Specific request for elaboration 4 _ _: 4 _ _ _.:-. _2 -: _ .2 9__- . -;9/' _7._ :-._:-. ?~_ ~ ~ -, 1

::::~ i ::::::~;:~:~~~~~~~:~ -147--; -1· ~47- --~-.::-=-~_1;_ -- : 1: 1: : --~~:---=-~-~:~I;-= <tl
--~

- -! - - - - - I--------------~-----~~-~---------t----~-~~~-----.-·--r---- -- -- '-0-- - - - .- --
3.1 Shifting Role : - - - - - - - . - - - - : -I - -- -: - i - - 1-

36~

• This sub-category should not be taken as a strategy of listening - but rather as a listenw.r'sshare of turn as speaker.
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The data in the above table reveals that students,
within the same task, used different types of observable

listening strategies. This is partivularly wanifested in
the variety of strategies used by T2 and B1• These two
students used 4 and 10 types of strategies, respectively.
The same students .ay also be used to exemplify the wide
divergence in the total number of instances of strategies
used. T2 used observable strategies only 33 times while
B1used them 154 times. The value or otherwise of
employing certain strategies frequently will be discussed
under 4.1.1.4 (outcomes of performances).

Table 1 also shows that certain strategies were used
much more frequently than others. For example, while
backchanelling strategies (SUb-category 1.2) were used
jrequently by gll students, there were no examples of
strategies coded in 'shifting role' (SUb-category 3.1).

From the same table it can be seen that different
types and frequencies of strategies were used in the three

channels - verbal, semi-verbal, and non-verbal. channel.
This holds true for the performances of all the students.

e • &1
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TABLE 4.2 Types and Frequencies of Strategies Used
from Each Category

Category Channel ,
T1 T2 ~\ ~ B1 B2 I,

!

1 VerbaL. ! 37 16 15 21 75 15
Indicate Semi- I
Under- Verbal 9 6 14 1 - -
Standing Non- I

Verbal I 2 2 1 1 1 2
Total ! 48 24 30 23 76 17
Types ,

4 3 3 41 2
2 V i 30 9 27 30 78 l'

tndicate SV I 3Problems - - - - -
of NY I - - 1 - - 3

under- I

Total I 30 9 31 ~ 78 19standing
ITypes 5 3 5 3 6 5

3 V I - - - 1 - -over- I
SV , - - - - - -riding

INY I - - - - - -
Total i - - - 1 - -
Types I 1I - - - - ••

4 V I
! - - - - - -Become iSpeaker SV - - - - - - -

NY I - - - - - -
The above table shows that most of the strategies utilized

by the students fell into Category 1 (strategies used to indicate
understanding) or Category 2 (strategies used to indicate
problems of understanding). rihile more of the str@tegies for
Tl and T2 were identified under Category It the rest of the
students used more strategies from Category 2. There were no
strategies or moves coded in Categories 3 (overriding) or
4 (becoming major contributor or speaker) - except one instance

... 1
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of one type of strategy that was used by ~. This may be
attributed to the fact that the students were engdged in
a task which they had to complete and over.siding the topic
or role (category 3 ) or maintaining the role of a speaker
(category 4 ) would not help them to accompliSh their task.

The table also shows that with the exception of one
student more types of strategies were used from category 2
than from category 1.

It should also be borne in mind that sub - category
(react) was not counted in the task activities since students
were continuously reacting to the instructors' directions by
writing or marking on the task-sheet and thus individual
instances of reacting to indicate understanding were difficult
to count.

4.1.1.2. Index of Interaction

An index of interaction - an indication of how actively

engaged in the negotiation of meaning a student was - may be
indicated by dividing the tota.l number of turns (which m~

be less than the total number of strategies) by the total
time used to complete a task. The result shows the average
number of turns per minute a student took and thus shows
how interactive he/she was.
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TABLE 4.3 Index of Interaction for Task 1

Participant- Total time Turns taken by r Total I Average turn
(in minutes students only I turns hr minute indeac of

V SV NV ! teractioll
I

T, 10'?f:J 67 9 2 i 76 I ~.24I I
T;> 10'50 25 6 2 I 33 I 3.00I

M, 9'10 40 17 2 j 59 6.43
M2 11'20 51 1 1 53 4.76
B, 10'50 151 - 1 152 14.04
B2 11'40 31 - 5 ;6 3.10

The table makes it cl~ that some students were taking

more active roles than others. While B1 negotiated to

indicate understanding or problems of understanding very
ofVen, T2 and B2 were less active in the process of negotiation.

In other words, for every turn T2 and B2 used (32 and 36
respectively) ~ waa taking more than four times as many of
them (his total turns being 152). As indicated in the table
most of these negotiations were done verbally.

4.1.1.3. Computed Neall and Standard Deviation for
SUD - Categoriee in Task 1

The mean (X)and standard deviation (8) of strategies
used by the students were computed to see how many times on
average each strategy was employed, and to tee how students
differed in using the strategieso

.../
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TABLE 4.4. Mean and Standard Deviation tor Sub-categories in Task 1

Sub.C.Ho. Sub-category I Ex -x s :

1.1 Summarizing or reformulating 28 4.67 6.59
2.2 Backcharielling 153 25.5 10.24

I

1.3 Respond 23 3.83 4.22 I!;1.4 React , - - - !
i IPrompt 12 2.0 2.1 ,1.5 I I

i

1.6 Providing example ! - - -
I2.1.1 Global query I 4 0.67 1.1 I

2.1.2 Minimal query I 26 4.3 3.7 I,
I

2.1.3 Local query ! 18 3.2 2.4 iI 1
I

2.1.4 Specific request for aLabor-at i.on 23 3.8 3.2 I2.2.1 Specific request for confirma&ion 81 13.5 11.8
2.2.2 Potential request for confirmation 44 7.3 6.7

3.1 Shifting Role - - -
3.2 Topic switiching - - -
3.3 Overriding 1 0.16 0.37
4.1 l'A.aintainthe role of a speaker - - -

The mean scores and standard deviation for each sub-

category are displayed in the above table. The mean scores
demonstrate that certain strategies were used more frequently
than others. -:rhus'backchan'elling' (1.2), with 25.5 occurrences
on average, was the most frequent one. Next in order of
frequency was sub-category 2.2.1 (specific request for
conSirmation), with 13.5 occurrences on average. Certain
strategies were not at all used: providing example (1.6),
shifting role (3.1), topic switching (3.2) and maintaining
the role of a speaker (4.1).

.../
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The standard deviation for each sub-catego~ also
indicates that the six students differed greatly in the
frequency of certain strategies they used, particularly in
SUb-categories 2.2~1 (specific request for confirmation),
1.2 (backchanelling), 2.2.2 (hypothesis type check), and
1.1 (reformulating). On the other hand, the differences
in frequency use indieated in other strategies were relativly
smaller, vi~: sub-categories 3.3. (overriding), 2.1.1 (global
query), 1.5 (prompting), 2.1.3 (local query), and 2.1.4
(specific request for elaboration).

One of the goals of this research was to investigate
how listeners, by negotiating with the speaker, try to change
instances of non-understanding and misunderst?nding into
acceptable understanding. Some potential problems were thus
built into the tasks. To successfully accomplish the tasks,
students were required to identify the problem areas where
insufficient information was given and to repair certain
aspedts of the discourse.

The overall success or otherwise of the students in
performing the taSk was worked out by examining how they
indicated or marked on a map the route to each of the places
to be visited on a tour of an imaginary city. There were
seven places to be visited, including the hotel where the
tour started and ended. One point was given for successfully
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marking the route from each place to the next. The performances
of all the students in Task 1 ane indicated in the followillg.-,
table.

TABLE 4.5 Results of ,erformances in Task 1

T1 Ta M1 ~ B1 B2
fi1~~~~~f~~s --7 a 5 4 6 4------- -- ----~-.....-, 100 4S.85 71.4- 57.1 85.7 57.1

. --

Generally speaking the task was most successfUly completed
by a top-ranking student (T1) and a bottom-ranking student (B1).

One of the top-ranking students did not manage to mark most of
the places on the route successfully, while M1' M2' and B2
marked most of the routes as they were required.

It might be helpful to look at the students' success or
otherwise in relation to the L~dex of interaction, types, and
frequencies of strategies used. The highest index of interaction
and thus the highest use of strategies was displ~ed by B1 (see
Table 4.3) - one of the most successful students. T1' who also
marked everything successfully, had an index of interaction of
7.2. This was the second highest index of interaction - next
to that of B1• Thus it m~ be tentatively concluded that for
these students and for this particular type of task a high
index of interaction directly correlatid with a higher level of
success in performing the task. T2's index of interaction
confirms the same thing - the lower the index of interaction on

.)" ./
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this task the lower is the level of success. To substantiate
this, we can note that M1's index of interaction is greater
than that of B2's and M2's and the results if the task
pertormances for these students indicate that Mt did better
than B2 and N2•

The level of success can also be directly related to the
types and frequencies of the strategies used (see Table 4.1).
Thus, B1 used the highest number (1§4) and variety of types
(10) of strategies. rhe next highest number of instances of
strategy use and variety of types of strategies were used by
T1 ' 78 and 9 respectively. The lowest were ueilized by T2 -
with 4 types of the strategies used and a total number of
instances of strategy use. of only 33. M1 who performed
better on the task than B2 and H2 also used more types (8)
and a larger number of instances of strategy use (61) than
did B2 and Iv12• This result supports the claims that have
been made by Abraham and Vann - that more successful students
use a greater variety of strategies and higher instances of
strategy use than less successful learners or listeners (
Abraham & Vann , 1987).

4.1.2 Task 2 - The Pie Charj;.~

4.1.2 .l.!.-.:±lpes_~ :E]'_e.q,~~I!.ci.e_~_o!__?:tr:G.tez..ie.s.J!.s~d
from E~ch.,~e.£.~

The types and frequencies of strategies used in Task 2
are represented in Table 4.6.

1ft".!
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TABLE4.6. Types and Frequencies ot ObserTab1e Strategies Used in Task 2

Isu~ ,-- - T T.' M K .. ---~ B1 -lj_
. 1 -? I 1 ~ /

,Cat.No; Y SY NY Total V SV NV 1 T I V SV NV 1 T Y SV r:v T V SV NV I T V SV Nv-r:t'

11.1 SUllllDArizingor reformulating 3 _ _ ! 3 _ _ _ I _!_ _ _: _ ! _ - - @ 8 - -!8 - - - I
I~·;---;'~~~~~"';~~:===,-~:-~~:~~_--';~_~J~, r,~,~''''--~-1; ~;~ ';;F'-=-~~1;?-~, ;~;~10 - -'~' 10

11.3 Respond 1 _ _ : l' _ _ -: -: 1 - - ~ 11 - - I 111 1 - - I! 15 _ 3 18 I
.--'- ..-. -...--- ----..- -_....-------"'---t------- --'-'-'T'- .-...-.-'-,'-'1 -- .. ---.-----~--,--- -"-'- - ...-- - -< --- •• I I

'1.4 React i!; . I ' i ' I I
- - - - - c - - - -' - - - - - - - - - - - - i - - - I - j
j1.5 Prompt-------- .. - '- - ---. ---- .-- ..-..-- 1 _ _ -; "~1-=- .~- ...., ~ -J; -~-_'1 I _ _ _ j _ 5 _ _ 5; ::. ., -~ ---r~-
j ~- ~---- ••. --- -•• ---.--.------- --------;-~---·------;-·-T- .-----~ I ------ --~ -- I II:~:~~~·::::~;~?~·e..------.-------.--- - - -' - - ~-:~-~--:~-~J---:-~f~~---u=-:U:-=-~Hf: '
~...- --.---------------------1-- - - J". .::.__ :-__ ..::....,. :-L_.":. -:~__ ...::._:_:_.- ,- - -. .... _;
12•1•2 Minimal query J ~ ,! ; i ~ i :
! - - C; - L+=L_..3...:...2 _"=_-=_ 1 11 - -: 3 3 ":__. ":.. ~_?
12•1•3 Local query 3 - - 3 1 _ _. _ _ _! _ 1 _ _ 1 _ _ _! _ 2 _ _ : 2
12.1~·4 Specific requel!lt for elaboration 1 _ _ 1 : I i --- ---1' --..... . ---...- ...~ - 1 - - 1 1 - - 1-+4 - - '4f - - ~'2\2.2.1 Specific rflqueet for confirmation I 9 - -1-" -. -. t -- - ... . -
:-.... .. . _ Ontir1llation--- ..·:L·-~--=-I--__4__ ,,":,__..::,:";'.A.~__~._ - ~1..5. - _. Ie; '24 - - 2 .L ..~_ "":' 4:._

. 4 - +__':1-.. __ - ; •. -a..-""-------~-L1.6.-=-- ~ ~6 ~ __~_).2 ~__ ..::':_ ! 8 _
i3.l Shifting role i I . I 1 l-r-j _ _ _ _ _ __. _ I _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. _ _ _ _

13.2 Topic svitching -- -' - "-- ----.---- '- -- ---- -- - -..j - -~ ..- .. -'" -- i,-t . - - _ .. - -- 11 - - .. "--.. . -.

j - - - -j I I·3.3-o.;;~i-di~-------- - - _h •••• •• _ -- ---- •• - •• --. - ,- - •• -~----. -"" i-- -. - ...1.:.1 - ---..c-•.1--..1-----Tf ..-,.
i I---~ - - I - - - - j ••• - - - - - - - I - - - - - - - - ..--- - ' "=--

- - ~I - - _; _~ - - ~_ 1- - - 1- - - . ~.--T-------- - .• ----_ .. - t - .. - -. ..-
4 3 8 ! 4 7 5719 138 8 I 49 I

4.1 Main•....taining the role of speaker

Total types &r in.etancee at}10
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The table shows that again certain strategies were
used more frequently than others. SUb-category 1.2
(backch~elling) was the strategy that occurred with the
highest frequency. On the other hand, there are some
strategies that were not coded at all. Again it should be
noted that sub-category 1.4 (react) was not coded for the
same reasons explained under 4.1.1.1.

The result in table 4.6 again shows that some students
used a greater variety of strategies than others. This time
it was T1 who used a greater variety of strategies (10) than
did B1 (9). These constituted the largest variety of
strategy types used by any of the students. M1, B2 and ~
used 8,8,and 7 types of strategies respectively while the
lowest number of types of strategies was used by T2 - one of
the top-ranking students according to CGPA.

As with Task 1, the total sum of strategies used by B1
(one of the bottom-ranking students) represented the highest
figure (88) while T21s total was the lowest figure (33) •

...1
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TABLE 4.1 Types and Frequencies of Strategies Used Under Each Category

Category Channel Tl T2 \ M2 Bl B2

1 V 24 14 -9 32_ 41 25
Indicate BY 2 8 13 - 1 -

understanding NV - - 1 1 1 3
Total 26 22 23 33 43 28
Types 4 1 3 2 4 2

2 V 21 10 18 23 45 21
Indicate SV - - 1 - - -
problems of NV - 1 5 1 - -understanding Total 21 11 24 24 45 21

Types 6 3 5 5 5 6

3 V - - - - - -
Indicate SV - - - - - -
overriding NV - - - - - -

Total - - - - - -
Types - - - - - -

4 V - - - - - -
i-iaintainthe SV - - - - - -
Vrimary role of NV - - - - - -
speaker Total - - - - - -

Types - - - - - -
Table 4.7 shows clearly that most of the strategies

used by the students fell either into Category 1 (strategies
used to indicate understanding) or Category 2 (strategies
used to indicate problems of understanding). No strategies
or turns were coded in the third or fourth. categories.
Most of the students (Tl,T2,M2,and B2) used more
strategies from Category 1. On the other hand, Ml and Bl
used 23 and 43 strategies from Category One, and 24 and ~5

••.1
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strategies from Category 2, respectively. Tbey thus used
an approximately equal number of strategies from Category 2
and Category 1. There is however similarity in the types of
strategies used under the two categories. All the students
used more types of strategies from Category 2 than from Category
1.

4.1.2.l. Tndex of interaction

As explained in 4.1.1.2, an index of interaction m~ be
found out by dividing the total number of turns by the total.
time taken to complete the task. This can be used to determine
the extent to which each student was interacting or was
negotiating with the speaker.

TABLE 4.8 The Index of Interaction in Task 2.

Ir-P-a-r-t-i-Cl.-·p-an-t-rlT-o-t-a1-t-i-m-e-r-T-u-r-ns-t-ak-en-b-y-lr---I'-ot-a1--~-In-d-e-x-o-f-~''i, .
Jin minutes students only I turn interaction

V SV NV :

7'YJ 42 2 44 I 5.87T1 - I
!

T2 8'20 23 8 1 32 i 3.84I
1'1. 9'20 2:7 14 6 47 I 5.04
M2 12'40 54 2 56 I 4.41-
B1 7'?f) 86 1 1 84 11.2
B2 24'00 44 - 3 47 1.96

.../
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The above ta~indicates that some of the students were
very active in negotiating with the speaker. Others were
however far less active. This can easily be seen by comparing
B1 and B2' both bottom-ranking students. B1 took, on average,
11 turns per minute while B2 took less than two turns per
minute on average. The next highest index of interaction was
that of T1's (5.87).

The rank order of index of interaction for the six
students when compared to Task 1, remained the same except that
T2 and B2 were reversed in rank. In Task 1 B2 had a higher
index of interaction than T2' but it was the other way round
in Task 2.

It may also be seen from the table that most of the
negotiations made were carried out in the verb9~ channe~.
Next in order was the semi-verbal channel, with the fewest
negotiations being made-purely in the non-verbal channel.

4.1.2.3. Computed Mean and Stendard Deviation for
sub-categories in Task 2.

The mean (x) and standard deviation (8) of the different
strategies used by the students were calculated to show how
many times students utilized each strategy on average and to
show how far students differed in using the strategies •

... 1
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TABLE 4.9. I-leanand Standard Deviation for Sub-Categories in Task 2

SutCat.l I -Sub- Category ~x X So. I
I

1.1 Summarizing or reformulating 11 1.83 2.97
1.2 Backchanelling 125 20.8 5.6

, 1.3 Respond 33 5.33 6.8
1.4 React - - -
1.5 Prompt 7 1.17 1.77
1.6 Providing example - - -

2.1.1 Global query 5 0.83 0.67
2.1.2 Minimal quwry 23 3.83 2.03
2.1.3 Local query 9 1.17 1.07
2.1.4 Specific request for elaboration i 9 1.5 1.26
2.2.1 3pecific request for confirmation 49 8.83 7.0
2.2.2 Potential request for confirmation 48 8.16 5.3

3.1 Shifting role - - -
3.2 Topic switching - - -
3.3 Overriding - - -
4.1 haintain the role of a speaker - - -

The above table shows that listening response (1.2) was
again used much more frequently than other strategies. It was used
20.8 times on average. Next in order of frequency was sub-category
2.2.1 (specific request for confirmation) with 8.83 occurrences
on average. 'I'hird was hypothesis-type check (sub-category 2.2.2)
which occurred 8 times on average. Others, as indicated in the
table were much less frequent, while again certain strategies
were not found at all in the data-providing examples (1.6),
shifting role (3.1), topic switching (3.2), overriding (3.3),
and maintaining the role of a speaker (4.1).

. .. 1
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The standard deviation, compared with Task 1, shows
that students did not differ as much in the frequencies
of strategies they used as in Task 1. The strategies in
which students showed the most significant differences
in frequency of use' were 2.2.1 (specific request for
confirmation) and 1.3 (respond) with standard. deviations
of 7.0 and 6.8, respectively.

4.1.2.4 Outcomes of Performances in Task 2

As with Task 1, some 'problem points' were built into
Task 2, and students were required to negotiate with the
ppeakers in order to have the 'problem poiits' clarified.
The success or otherwise of the students in accomplishing
the task was determined by their ability in correctly

••
marking 14 iterns on a pie chart. One mark was given for
each item.

TABLE 4.10 Results of Performances in Task 2

. ~ --.
T1 T2 I-l1 M2 B1 B2

Items correctly 14 12 12 11 13 10represented out of
14 -

.-..•~ ...•....•~.--
% 100 85.7 85.7 78.6 92.8 71.4.~.. •... _. - --

The above table shows that most of the students were
largely successful in their task performance . While T1

succeeded in solving all the ·problem points' , B1 succeeded

I
., .o "'.:
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in identifying 92.8% of the items used to mark or score the
task. The same result was identified in Task l-with T1 and
B1 ranking first and second respectively. T2 also performed
well in Task 2, unlike the aame student's performance in
Task 1. The lowest mark was scored by B2 who correctly
identified only 10 out of the fourteen items or points.

If we look at the index of interaction the lowest figure
(1.96) was the figure calculated for B2• One might say that
B2 was the least successful in the task performance because
this student was, far from negotiating regularly with the
ppeaker, very reserved and showed little confidence or '.:
willingness in either indicating understanding/attention or
qqerying the problem points. However there is some evidence
that a close relationship need not necessarily exist between
the level of success and the index' of interaction. Some
students had a low index of interaction but showed quite good
performance in the task. '=2 had, for instance, a lower index
of interaction than M2 and yet T2 ~rformed better than M2.
This could be because some of M2's strategy usee were ineffective
in helping him to resolve problems of understanding. It must
also be born in mind that effective listeners also use
strategies that are not observable such as deduction, predicting,
inferring, etc. to achieve successful understanding.

If we again look at the level of success in relation to
the types of strategies employed by each participant we see
that the most successful student (T1) used more types of
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strategies (10), see Table 4.6., than any other participant~
The next most successful student (B1) also used more varieties
of strategies than the rest o~ the students, except T1• The
same with the third successful student. But there is also an
irregularity - T2 who ranked third)as far as performing this
task was concerned, used the lowest number of different
strategies (only 4).

Thus in Task 2, unlike in Task 1, the level of success
was somewhat less directly related to the variety of strategies
used and the index of interaction.

4.2. Presentation and Discussion of the Discourse in the...;..:::.;::.;:__ ..;;.;..;;.;;~;;.;;.;;;.;;,;:::;,;;;.;.:;....;~•...",......-.....--::..________.e; _ .",.....•..•...•.
Advising Ses~ions

The discussions in the advising sessions were expected
to exhibit different patterns of interaction, primarily
because students were not required to correctly perform a
particular task and they were also able to tci(e the role of a
speaker or major topic contributor if they wanted. Unlike in
the task activities there were no ways of cross checking how
far students could successfully interpret the message by
negotiating with the instructors. The patterns of interaction
may however- be presented and discussed as follows.

4.2.1 Types,_an..4.. FreCLu.~ ..te.s._q!~t:r..~tegies~e~ ip.__!a.£h
Category

Table 4.11 shows thnt most of the strategies used by
students were from category 1 - strategies used to indicate
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Table ~.11 Types and Frequencies or Strategies used under
Each category

. ----~- -- - -- •.~--
Category Channel T1 T2 N1 M2 B1 B2

- -
V 38 17 34 . 35 47 41

SV 7 27 45 4 7 3
1 NV 12 13 7 13 25 17

Total J7 57 86 52 79 61
Types 4 3 3 3 4 2

-- .•.-.•.-- -- •..._...--"'---
V 2 1 15 5 12 1
SV - - - 3 - 1

2 NV .- - - - - -
Total 2 1 15 8 12 2
Types 2 .1 3 3 3 2

V 3 ..1 6 :3 6 ..
SV - - - - - -

3 NV - - - - - -
Total I 3 1 6 3 6 -
Types 2 1 1 1 2 0

.•.""-_._ .•.... __ ....•.• .- -
V 30 17 13 26 7 4
SV - - - - - -

'+ NV - - - - - -
'Total 30 17 13 26 7 4
Types 1 1 1 1 1 1
Total 92 76 120 89 104 67

~
Types 9 6 8 8 10 5. . ..-

<mderstanding or attention. All the students used a wider
variety of strategies from Category 1 than from any other
category - except B2 who used an equal number of types of
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strategies from Categories I and 2. Some students used
mbre varieties from Category 2 (str~tegies used to indicate
problems of understanding) than from Category 3, strategies
used to override (M1, ~, B1 and B2) - except T1 and T2 who
used an equal number of varieties from Categories 2 and 3.
All the students used the one sub-category in Category 4
for maintaining the role of major topic contributor or
speaker. It is not appropriate to call the moves in Category
4 'strategies' for they are not strategies used by listeners
but turns taken by the previous student listeners to contribute
to the topic as major speakers.

The frequency occurrence of the strategies under categories
I - 3 also shows that a large proportion of the total number
of strategies were used to indicate understanding (6ategory 1).

The highest number of strategy uses from Category I was recorded
by B1' who used three strategies 89 times. 'TIhelowest numbers
in this category were recorded by T1 ~ T2 who used certain
strategies 57 times, equally. Next in order of frequencp was
'ttLrnS for the purpose of maintaining the role of speaker'
(category 4). All the students used more turns for this
purpose than strategies for overriding (Category 3). In
addition a majorty of students used turns for maintaining
the speaker's role more frequently than strategies to indicate
problems of understanding (Category 2).

••.1
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4.2.2. Index of interaction

The index of interaction of the discussion sessions
(see Table 4.12 below) is arrived at by dividing the total
turns by the total time analysed. The role of student. q

primary interpreter and as primary contributor (speaker)is
~so given in percentages.

TABLE 4.12 Index of Interaction

!participantl total
r

turns taken Total turn as turn as average
time in by students turn . primary primary turn perIminutes only ; interpreter contributor minute

V SV NV No. % No. %

T1 I 15 73 12 61 67.0 6.Cfl7 91 ?fJ 33.0
T2 20 36 2:1 13 76 59 77.6 17 22.4 3.8
l>\ 14 68 45 7 119 106 89.1 13 10.9 8.5
M2 17 69 7 13 89 63 70.8 26 29.2 5.2
B1 15 72 7 25 104 97 93.3 7 6.7 6.93
B2 16 46 4 17 67 63 94.0 4 6.0 4.18

The above table shows t:-.atstudents' average turns per
minute ranged from nearly 4 turns (for T2 ) to almost 9 turns
(for M1) every one minute on average. The table also brings
out the role students played as primary contributor or speaker.
T1 used 33% of his total turns pla;ying the role of speaker,
primary topic contributor - while the adviser was interpreting/
listening to what the advisee had to say.

r•.. r .
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4.2.3. Computed Me:ln and Standard. Deviation for
Sub-categories in the Discussion session

The mean was calculated in order to show the average
frequency of strategies in each sub-category. The mean is
the sum of the frequency of a sub-category divided by 6 t

the number of students who took part in the discussion. The
standard deviation was computed to demoBStrate the difference
among the students in using strategies in different sub-
categories.

TABLE 4;.13 Mean and Standard Deviation for Sub-categories
in the Discussion Sessions

SuD.cat.No.1 Sub. Gate or Ex -X S
I1.1 I Summarizing or reformulating 1 0.17 0.37I1.2 I i3ackcha.r!elling 295 49.2 16.4
I·1.3 I :tespond 81 13.5 8.2I1.4 i ~eact 1 0.17 0.37

1.5 Prompt 19 3.17 2.24
1.6 Providing example 1 0.17 0.37
l.l.l I Global query
2.1.2 I Minimal query 2 0.33 0.47
2.1.3 i Local query
2.1.4 I Specific request for elaboration 2l 3.5 3.69I2.2.1 I Specific request for confirmation 4 00.67 0.69
2.2.2 Potential request for confirmation 10 1.67 2.4
3.1 Shifting role 16 2.67 1.89
3.2 'I'opd c switching 2 0.33 0.47
3.3 Overriding
4.1 Haintain the role of a speaker 97 16.17 9.4
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Table 4.13 shows that certain strategies were manifested
much more frequently than others. A typical example is
backchanelling (1.2) which appeared 49.2 times on average.
Second and third frequent were maintainjng the role of a
speaker (4.1) and respond(1.3) with mean averages of 16.1?
and 13.5, respectively. Other strategies, as shown in the
table, were much less frequent. Three of them - global query
(2.1.1), local query (9.1.3), and overriding (3.3) - did not
occur at all in the data.

The standard dtviation shows that students differed
substantially in the frequency with which they used certain
strategies. For listening response (1.2), for example, there
was a standard deviation of 16. 4 The next most sigltificant
difference seen in the frequency of strategies used by students
was respond (1.3) - with a standard deviation of 8.2. There
were no significnnt differences among students in using the
other strategies. There was also some difference manifested
in the frequency of turns students toak to play the role of
primary contributor or speaker (SUb-category 4.1) with a
standard deviation of 9.4.

4.3. Discussion of the relativeJreq~~ncy of ~~~tegy
uses ac~oss the three act~~ties

Various similarities "lf/ere found between the types and
frequencies of strategies students used in carrying out the

•.•1
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three activities. Some differences emerged too. There were
notably similarities between strategies used in carryigg out
Task 1 and Task 2. The following table makes the comparison
clear.

TABLE 4.14 Top S~ Frequently Used Strategies in Activities 1-3

Rank Task 1 Task 2 Task 3
sub. cat ! I

sub.cat - sub. cat -x x
I

1 1.2 25.5 I 1.2 20.8 1.2 49.2
I
I
I

2 2.2.1 13.5 I 2.2.1 8.83 4.1 16.7!

I

3 2.2.2 7.3 I 2.2.2 8.16 1.3 13.5I
I
!

4 1.1 4.67 j 1.3 5.33 2.1.4 3.5

5 2.1.2 4.3 2.1.2 3.83 1.5 3.17
6 1.3 3.83 1.1 1.83 3.1 2.67

The table shows that the most frequent strategies used in
completing Task 1 were, in descending o~~ee; listening response
(1.2), specific request for confirmation (2.2.1) potential
request for confirmation (2.2.2), summerizing or reformulating
Q~.}~, and non-specific request for repetition (2.1.2).Similar
frequencies were identified in analysing data from Task 2. The

frequency of occurrence of the various strategies used in
completing Task 2 was, again in descending order: listening
response (1.2), specific request for co~irmation (2.2~1),
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potential request for confirmation (2.2.2), respond (1.3) and
non-specific request for repetition (2.1.2).S~arizing or
reformulating (1.1) ranked sixth in Task 2 while respond (1.3)
ranked sixth in Task 1.

Thus it m~ be generalized that the students used
predominantly the same strategies in activities prompted by
the tasks, since the six most frequent strategies in Task 1
were also the top six frequent strategies in Task 2, with one
slight varia.tion in rank order.

There were also some strategies that were used frequently
in both the task activities and the discussion. In tiis
respect, listening response (1.2) was the most frequently used
strategy used in both the tasks and the discussion (see table
4.]4).

Respond (1.3), which was the sixth most frequently recorded
strateb~ in Task 1 and the fourth most freq~-ntly occurring
strategy in Task 2, was the third most frequently used communication
strategy used in the discussion.

On the other hand, certain differences emerged too.
Firstly, while specific request for confirmation (2.2.1) and
potential request for confirmation (2.2.2) were the second and
third most frequent strategies in the task activities these
strategies occurred quite infrequently or rarely in the discussion
activity. Secondly, while no turn was coded for sub-category 4.1
(maintaining the role of a speaker) in the task activities, this
same sub-catagory was the second most frequently used (with
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x = 16.17) in the discussion activit.y.

As far as a comparison of the t.ypes of strategies used
in the three SBtivities is concerned, it m~ be concluded
that there were some differences between the strategies used
in carrying out fasks 1 - 2 and the strategies used in the
discussion. These differences were mainly due to the occurrence
in the discussion of strategies in the third category and
subsequently turns in the fourth category. These categories

towould n!it be expected/occur in the task activities since,
unlike in a discussion where listeners can switch the topic or
become primary contributors, the main purpose of the tasks was
simply to complete the activit.y by negotiating problems of
understanding.

4.3.1 Catego;ry 1 - St:aategie~,Used to Indicq,t..E}.
Understanding/A~teE~i2_~

Listening response was not only the most ffequent
strategy used in Category 1 but also the most frequent
of all the strategiew used in all the three activities.
Students used listening respcinse to demonstrate approval,
attentiont- encouragement and understanding. As stated by
Van Lier (1988:160, absence of appropriate listening responses
usually has a disrupting influence on the current turn. The
subjects of tlhis studt" were, as has already been indicated,
good at providing appropriate listening responses, generally
speaking. Below are some examples from the data.

. ..1
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T - you can encourage the learners to work out
things for themselves

B2- yeah
T - that's another possibility
B2- ok~

[«moves head up and down ))
T - now what we were laokingat was a kind of

background to your topic
B2- yes yes
T - because you are

Instructor - B2 : Discussion

In this w~, by providing listening responses, listeners
m~ boost the smoothness of the interaction. ~fuenlistening
responses were not provided instructors often asked the
students whether they were understandL~g or attending or not.
The following extract from the dat~ illustrates this:

T - now what techniques are going to be useful for
doing that? •••••so that you are looiigg at
techniques for helping learners to learn better
rather than techniques fur helping teachers to
teach better ••• yeah? are you with me?

T2- yea
[

«moves head up and down))

Instructor - T2 Discussion
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'Respond' (1.3) was another of the strategies used
relatively frequently to indicate understanding. \Vhat
makes this strategy different from others is the fact that
it is used by a listener only when the other participant
questions him/her. This strategy was thus used more frequently
in the discussion activity than in the task aetivities.

The other strategy used to indicate understanding was
summarizing or reformulating the speaker's contribution
(1.1). This was used more frequently in the task activities
than in the discussion activity. The following example is
typical of how students carried out reformulations to indicate
understanding.

T - no I think the bus will collect you your own bus
B1- oh my own car

r
«slmiling))

T - yeah er:m
B1- oh the car should be here it is my own
T - right

Instructor - B1 : Task 1

4.3.2. Catego£Y 2 - Strat~~~~Us~d to Indicate
Problems of Up~1:~tan~ing

The strategies students used to indicate problems of
understanding in the task activities were different from

• t,} e/
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those used in the discussion activity. The most frequently
used strategy in this category was specific request for
co~irmation (2.2.1) - with x = 13.5 , 8.83, and 0.83 for
Task 1, Task 2 and the discussion, respectively. The
following extract illustrates how this strategy was used:

T _ then we go along Palace Road ••
B1- long Palace Road •• I have to make ••

T - is that going along Palace Road?

B1- long Palace Road
T - along along
B1- along
T _ yea go along Palace Road~

B1- a::long
T - along yeah

Instructor - B1 Task 1

In the above extract the student expected the instructor
to say 'yes' or 'no' i.e. to confirm or disconfirm. This
strategy is considered effective in that it does not require
the speaker to repeat the whole utterance but only the
problem area. Although the strategy was used 134 times in
Tasks 1 and 2, it was used only five times in the discussion
activity : one student used it twice, three students used it
once only, and two students did not use it at all.

The next most frequently used strategy in category 2 was
potential request for confirmation or hypothesis-type check

.../
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(2.2.2) - with r = 7.3 and 8.0 for Tasks 1 and 2 ,
respectively, and 1.83 for the discussion. This strategy
may also be considered efficient in that the listener
provides a hypothesis concerning his/her current state of --_
understanding and makes the sequence shorter (Rost, 1990:14).
As can be seen from the mean, this strategy was used much less
frequently in the discussion activity.

Another strategy that was used relatively frequently by
the students to indicate problems of understanding was
minimal query (2.1.2) - with X-. 4.3 and 3.83 for Tasks 1 and
2, respectively and 0.33 for the discussion. This strategy
is considered inefficient) albeit better than continuing with
a problem of underst~ding, in that it makes the sequence of
interaction longer which might introduce potential for new
problems of understanding. Comparing minimal query (2.1.2)
and potential request for confirmation (2.2.2) may make this
point clear. The following extract from the data illustrates
the use of minimal query:

T - now then you go up to the top half of the circle
••• and you've got to deaw a line from the centre

at an angle and the line should end up about•••

a third of the \vay up ,, between the side of the
circle and the top of the circle •••

T2 - would ~ou repeat please?
T - uhhm •••er::m you've got to ••• you've got

to draw a line from the centre ••• at an
angle •• and the line should end up about
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a third of the w~ up between the side of
the circle and the top of the circle •••••• ~••••

T2 - would you please repeat it onee?
T - ok~ ••• then you go up to the top half

Instructor - T2: Task 2

compare this ""i th a second extract:

T - er: :m••right then the next thing is to
draw another line from the circle

~- centre of the circle?
T - yaap er: this time you draw it up at an angle

~-

to the ot~:er side ••• about half w~ between
the side of the circle and the top •••
half 'ltlay between the side of the circle

[
« fro",ms))

T - yeah so that

Instructor - M2: Task 2

A study of the two extracts shows that the listener
in the first extract ~r2) employed 'minimal query' which
not only slowed down the interaction but also caused some
frustration to the speaker. In the second extract, however,
the listener (N2) provided a hypothesis-type check (and
specific request for confirQation) and that made the task of
the speaker easier and saved time as well.
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One of the most frequent~ used strategies to
indicate problems of understanding in the discussion
activity was specific request for elaboration (2.1.4)
with x = 3.5. This strategy was used less frequently
when compared to other strategies in the same category
in Tasks 1 and 2.

4.3.3. Oth,er Categories

There were no strategies identified in the task
activities that indicated any desire on the part of the
listener to take a new role or change the discourse type
(Bategory 3 ) - for re!Sons already mentioned un4er 4.3.

in the discuSsion activity, on the other hand, while the
frequencies of topic switching (3.2~ and overriding (3.3)
were very insignificant, shifting role (3.1) was used
with a mean average of 2.67, and relatively more frequently.
These strategies are transitional, since once a listener
has changed the topic or his/her role the next turn will
be counted for the new role the listener is playing as
primary contributor or speaker.

The frequency of turns taken in the discussion by
students to maintain the role of primar,y contributor or
speaker (Category 4) ranged from a minimum of 4 (by B2)
to a maximum of 30 (by T1). The mean average for the
six students was le~l7. No turn, from Category 4, was
identified in the task activities. This is not surprising
as the purpose of the task was to get students to negotiate
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problem points of potential misunderstanding rather than
possible opportunity for free exchange of idea.

4.3.4. Relative Risk~doBtian

Listeners, in any segment of collaborative discourse,
may adopt high-risk, low-risk, or flexible-risk strategies.
Listeners who adopt high-risk strategies assume that the
new informdtion needs no change or minimal change from
current knowledge. In other words, they are less likely
to negotiate with the speaker by querying discrepancies or
uncertainties. On tee other hand, listeners who adopt
low-risk strategies want to be assured that their current
understanding is ~close as possible to the speaker's intended
meaning or to a targeted understanding. Below are given
some examples of both high and low-risk-strategy use by the
students, from the data:

The following extract shows high-risk adoption

T - so we come out o~ the palace
T2- uhm
T - we come out of the palace right? and we go down

the :I;'oadand we go to visit the National Honument.

T2- okay
T - alright?
T2- okay

T - we have about 20 min_tes for photographs and the
bus takes us on down that road... and first left
to the market
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T2- aha ••••••••••••••• okay

Instructor - T2 : Task 1

The extract shows that T2 assumed that the information
she had was consistent with what the speaker (T) was SBJ"ing.
But as can be seen from the student's performance (see the
task sheet of T2 - Task 1, Appendix 3) , the student took
the !-1useumfor the National r-lonument. The result of which
was confusion in the completion of the task. This student
was definitely adopting a high-risk strategy.

For comparison, a different degree of risk adoption
employed by another student is given below:

T - now okay right we have about an hour's tour at
the mill

B1- at the factory?
'I' - yeah
B1- and at meal
T - at mill
B1!, okay •• we have had a mnch or what?
T - no no we just go round and look at the mill

«moves head up and down))

T - right •• and then the bus will come to us
B1- is it the grinding factory
T - textile

Instructor - B1 Task 1
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The above extract clearly shows that the listener
was adopting a low-risk strategy. This student was one
of the most successfulstudents as far as the task
performance was concerned, though a bottom-ranking
student according to his CGPA academic performance.
The maximum number of turns was retorded by this same
student. Here it is worth noting that, in Rost's view,
though low-risk strategy is often valuable to successfully
accompliah a task, it is often unnecessary to maintain a
low-risk strategy throughout the interaction for it slows
down the discourse and assumes occassionally absurd
dimensions (Rost, 1990:229). It is also worth noting that
the two tasks encouraged the students to use low-risk
strategies while the discussion did less so.

Students (listeners) who do not treat all listening
tasks with same risk orientation - 'high' or 'low' risk-
but adopt them with flexible orientation, depending on
purpose and need are considered competent listeners. From
the data it was seen that one student (T1) was consistently
adopting flexible risk strategies - asking for clarification
or confirmation when necessary and indicating understanding
when there were no problems of understanding. Thus this
student (T1) did not take so many t"'IlI'IlSas the Lo;.••-risk
taker (B1) did nor as i e« turns as the high-risk taker
(T2) did, and yet this student (T1) was the most successful
listener of all.

t
!



CHAPTER FIVE

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study attempted to investigate the types and

frequencies of observable listener strategies ·6.AAU students
used to indicate understanding or attention, and problems
of understanding. To achieve this purpose, the interactions
between two instructors, native speakers of English, and six
students were taped, transcribed and analysed. Each of the
students was Becorded while carrying out three activities
(two tasks and one discussion). A model of analysis, tha.t
modified aspects of obserVble listener strategies in
collaborative discourse identified by different writers,
was developed in order to classify, analyse and discuss the
~fferent strategies used by the students.

There were four basic questions that were set to guide
the researcher achieve the main purpose of the study. These
were:

(a) How do the subjects indicate understanding or
attention to the speaker

(b) 1dhat strategies do they use to change instances of
non-understanding and misunderstanding into acceptable
understanding?

(c) How do they indicate desire to shift role or change
topic and maintain it?

Cd) wnat are the pedagogical implications that may be
drawn as far as the development of interactive
listening strategies are concerned?
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The following conclusions and recommendations were,
thus, made based on the analysts of the three activities
and the results or outcomes of the task performances that
were directed at answering the above questions.

5.1. Conclusions

5.1.1. The results of this study indicate that the
strategy most frequently used to demonstrate attention,
approval and understanding (both in the tasks and in the
discussion) was 'listening response or backchanelling'.
Students used three of the channels for this purpose: verbal,
semiverbal and nonverbal.

Another strategy that students used to demonstrate

understanding was 'summarrizing or reforoulating what the
spe~ers said.' This strategy was, however, used much less
frequently. On rare occasions students also indicated
understanding by 'prompting'.

5.1.2. Students used observable listener strategies to
indicate problems of understanding much more frequently in
the task activities than in the discussion session. In the
task activities, the strategies most frequently used to
indicate problems of understanding were (in descending order
of frequency):specific request for confirmation, potential
fequest for confirmation, and minimal query. ':;hilethe first
two are considered effective strategies (Rost, 1990:114,157),

3g./
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'minimal query' is generally considered ineffective, especially
it

if/is used frequently in discourse, as some of the subjects
did. This strategy is considered ineffective for it makes
the sequence of interaction unnecessarily longer end this
m~ introduce potential for new problems.

, 5.1.3. As may be expected, students shoVledvirtually

no desire to shift their role or to change the topic and
maintain it as far as the task activities were concerned.
On the other hand, students sometimes shifted their role
or s\ritched the topic in the discussion activity. There
were no instances of 'overriding.' Once students had shifted
their role or switched the topic of discussion they sometime~
maintained the role of a speaker for a number of turns. It
was found out that the top-ranking students took more turns
to maintain the role of a speaker than did the middle-r2~~ing
or bottom-rmL~ing students.

5.1.4. The results of the study also show that those

students who used strategies most success:'ully to acconpLi.sh
the tasks were not exclusively top-rarJ~ing (according to C~Ph)
and si.rai.Lar-Lythose who used strategies least successfully
to accomplish the tasks were not necess~ily bottom-r~ing.
One of the top-ranking students {Tl) was the most successful

as far as the task performance 'vas concerned. The next most
successful student, in the task performcmce, was a bottom-
ranking stddent (Bl). The least successful student in one
of the tasks ('l'ask1) was a top-ranking student (T2), and in
Task 2 it was a bottom-ranking student (B2).
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5.1.5. The most successful students, as far as completing
the tasks was concerned, were generally those who used listener
strategies more frequent~ than the less successful ones,
especially in Task 1. In Task 2, however , there was only
one inconsistency: T2 with a fewer number of strategy uses
than M2 performed better than him. This perticular instance
conflicts with Abraham and Vann I s (1987) findings which
reported that the successful student used strategies more
frequently than the less successful language learner. of
course it is possible that the student concerned was employing
strategies that were not observable such as deduction,
inferencing, prediction, etc. Generally speaking, however,
it is possible to conclude from the two tasks that the more
successful students were those who used listener strategies
more frequently or those who were more interactive.

5.1.6. The findinss of the study further revealed that
the more successful stddents (in terms of success in carrying
out the tasks) were, generally speaiing, those who used a
greater variety of strategies. In this regard the current
fL'1.dingconcurs with the findings of Abraham and Va11Il(1987)

who reported that the successful student used several more
strategies than the successful language l~arner.

5.1.7. The particular type of task used Ln this research,
involving negotiating problem points ~y asking clarification,
confirmation etc., encouraged the use of lO\v'-riskstrategies
wher-eas the discussions did less so. it'neresults of the

e •• /
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research make clear that students performed less successfully
in the tasks when they adopted high-risk strategies. When
students adopted low-risk strategies, they performed more
successfully. Adoption of either high or low-risk strategies
throughou~ a discourse is said to be disadvantageous (Rost,
1990:157). High-risk strategies are not always helpful since
a listener may not always deduce the right information without
repair and low-risk strategies, if adopted frequently, may
slow down the pace of the discourse. The goal (what competent
listeners do) is adopting flexible orientation based on the
purpose at hand.

5.2. Recommendations

Based on the findL~gs the following recommendations,
regarding the development of listener strategies in collaborative
discourse of AAU students, are made.

5.2.1. 'rhe teaching of listening should be directed
not only at getting students to listen and answer comprehension
questions (if at all this is done) but also at developing
reciprocal skills by providing them with the chance to
negotiate with other participants. In other words students
should be given the opportunity to absorb/interpret the
speech of others and produce their own and to learn these
two activities together in the language classroom.

. .. 1
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5.2.2. Students shouJdbe made aware through learner-
training that there is a variety of strategies that can be
used to indicate understanding and problems of understanding.
In particular, they should be made aware that certain strategies
are more effective than others. Thus students m~ be made
aware that using 'global query' or 'metalinguistic quer,y' and
'minimal query' may be better than continuing with a problem
but are likely to be less effective than strategies such as
specific request forrepetitio~ specific request for elaboration,

for
specific request/confirmation, or hypothesis-type check for
solving problems of understanding.

5.2.3. Students should be made aware of the relative
risk-strategies they are adopting while they are taking part
in collaborative discourse. In addition they should be made
awar-e that the goal of training in listening strategies in
collaborative discourse is to adopt a flexible risk-strategy
appropriate to the needs of discourse.

5.2.4. Students should be provided with a wide range
of different kinds of activities, in order to provide practise
in sufficient situations to enable them to develop confidence
in using a wid~ variety of strategies.

5.2.5. The above point also has implication for materials
writers. If materials are to be designed in order to help
students acquire effective communication strategies then a
wide variety of listening activities should be included.
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Teaching materials should concentrate not only on helping
students cope with transactional listening but also on
providing students with features of collaborative discourse.

5.2.6. Finally, further research into the kinds or
interactive listener strategies AAU students use needs to
be carried out on a wider scale, including an assessment or
those strategies that m~ not be observable in actual
performance.
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APPENDICES-~
N.B. About the transcriptions

The complete transcript of the interactions is
not included in this volume. There are however
extracts from each of the" activities for each
participant. In addition, one complete transcription
is provided for each activity (map-task1pie chart-
task, and discussion). For sample of the complete
transcriptions see the interactions between:

a) Instructor - T for Task 11
b) Instructor - B1 for Task 2
c) Instructor - N1 for Discussion

The complete transcription (for each activity
and for each participant) is presented in another
volume.
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Appendix A. Task: 1

Instructions

"right + the tour starts off from the hotel + and we go up
as far as Progress Street + we turn into Progress Street +

and then we take the first left and that's the first stop +

St. Gabriel's Church (pause) we have about half an hour or
so at the Church + then we leave for the Palce + that's down
to Palace Road and then along (pause) after that we come out
of the palaee and go down the road + we go to visit the
National Monument (pause) risht + about twent,y minutes there
for photographs + then the bua- takes us on down that road and
first left to the market + and we go into the market from
round the back + that's the beach side (pause) you'll have
time to do some shopping + then back to the bus and we go
along Tewodros Street + and the next place we visit is the
Nations Museum + you'll have plenty of time for a good look
round and r'll be doinS a guided walk for those who want it
(pause) and then the last stop on the tour is the textile
mill + that's along Tewodros Street and turn right (pause)
we have about an hour's tour at the mill + then the bus brings
us back to the hotel + left into -.1ingateRoad + round the
corn~r + and we're back at the hotel (pause) and that's the
city tour completen
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Appendix B. Task 2
Instructions

right diagram two + diagram two is about the number of
cigarettes that adults (only men) in Dire Dawa smoke a d8\1

so what you should have, to start with, is a circle with a
line across the middle (pause) ~ the first thing you should
d~ is to draw a line from the centre of the circle down to the
bottom (pause,) so now you've got two quarters at the bottom
of the circle and outside them you put "25%" (pause) um then
you go up to the top half of the circle you've got to draw a
line from the centre at an BUgle and the line should io +

should + the line should end up about a third of the w~ up
between the side of the circle and the top of the circle
(pause) right then the next thing + urn + is to draw another
line + again from the centre + and this time you draw it up
at an angle to the other side about half-\·raybetween the side
of the circle and the top (pause) ok so now you've er you've er
you've got the top half of the circle divided into three slices
+ that + you t ve got a big one a medium one and a small one and
outside those you put "8%" "12%" and "30'/''' (pause) right inside
the circle + inside the slices + you've nO\-Igot to w-rite in
what each of them er represents (pause) so inside the two at
the bottom + in one of them you put "less than 10 per d~" and
in the other you put ItlO-15 per d~U(pause) then up at the top
again in the lc;6 one you put "have stopped smoking" and in
the other two you put "do not smoke" and "over 15 per d~f1
(pause) right and then you're finished.,
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TASK 2
Speaker's diagram

Cigarette consumption by adults (men only)
in Dire Dawa.

-:

/ do not
smoke

\
,

/ have
;'stopped

12% smoking 8%

25%
less than
10 per d~

10 - 15
per d~ 25%

Speaker's version
GuidelL~es for speaker

The intended problem points in the script are given below-
they are underlined
a circle with a line across the middle - students need to

draw bottom half of the circle
outside them - it doesn't ~atter which is which,

because they are both 2~fo
from the centre at an angle - to the right
the side of the circle - the right-hand side
to the other side - to the left
outside those - ~/o should go outside the small slice, 12%

outside the medium slice, 3ry~ outside the large one
in one of them - it doesn't matter which
in the other two - lidonot smoke II goes in the 30?·G slice;

"over 15 per dayllgoes in the 8% slice
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TASK 2

Hearer's Version·
Cigarette Consumption by adults (men only) in DireDawa

• \\'tan probleDS arise t you are free to stop and question
the speaker - asking for clarification.
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Appendix IV

Extracts fro. the Interactions between Instructors and Students

NB - See chapter 1 for symbols used in the transcription

- Capitals are used only for proper names, not to indicate beginnings of

sentences

T1 = TASK 1 - MAP TASK

Sub-
categories Text

No. of
turn

1.2
1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.1.1

1.2

2.2.1

1.1

1.2

1

2
3
4

5
6
7

T. so it is the tour of Genet City okay?
T1• «moves head up and down -nods»
T. right •• the tour starts from the hotel
T1• ((nods»
T. and we' go up as far as Progress Street
T1• «nods»
T. ••• and then we take the

that's the first stop ••
T1• ~a1

«nods»

.. t.

first left and
St. Gabriel's Church

8

9
10

is
••••• going to marklit alright?
yeah you haven't given me instructions

T.

I mean •••
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19.
20

21

T. well you're going to mark the route map okey?
T1• Okay
T. so let's start again
T1• again alright

T. the tour starts off from the hotel ••• okay?
T1• from the hotel
T. um-hmm
T1• okay ••• from the hotel
T. the tour strats off from the hotel
T1• okay
T. and we go from the hotel up as far as

progress street

•.. 1
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-------------------------------------------------------------sub-.categorl.es No.ofturn Text

2.1.4

50 Tl following the street
51 T uhhal

52 T1 okay
53 T and then along ••• to the Palace .t ..
54 T1 so I have to turn left and then go in
55 T okay
56 Tl Whm
57 T after that we come out of the palace
58 Tl uhm
59 T and we go down the road •• and we go

to visit the National Movment •••
60 T1 is it in •• museum?
61 T umm?
62 T1 monument?
63 T National monument
64 T1 there's a museum here
65 T Uhhm

66 T1 factory ••• okay
67 T yeah it's marked the statue in your map
68 T1 yeah yeah
69 T that's right
70 T1 so which road am I going to follow?
71 T well you come out of the Palace
72 Tl okay

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

2.2.1

2.1.4

2.1.4

1.2

1.2



1.2

1.1

1.1

1.1

1.1

2.2.1

2.2.1

133

73 T. you go dow the road

74
75

76.
n.

78.
79
80

T1 down the road into okay
T. down the road to the National

monument •• to the statue ••• right
so we have about twenty minutes there
for photographs ••

~. okay
T. and then the bus takes us dow that

road and first on the left okay? to the
market ••• first on the left to the
market er::: and we go into the market
from round the back •• that's on the
beach side ••••

T1• so it has to be this way if it is left
T. aha
Tl. I I thought because I have two

markets
T. right::
T1• Yh~ '-~u said beach I got the

information therefore I have to get
back

83 T. okay so the the the market I'm talking
about is the fish market

81
82
83

84
85
86
87

88
89
90

91

T1• okey so it has to be around
T. Uihm •••••••
Tl• you said you want you went along the
T. so the bus takes us down the road

right and then first left
Tl• first left
T. the bus goes left
Tl• the bus goes left
T. eh eh left

... 1



2.2.2

1.1

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.2.!t1.2

1.2

92
93
94
95
96
9?
98

99

100
101
102
103
104.
105

106
107
loB
109
109
110
III

112
113

134

left the market place
the bus goes left
you mean this way?
uhhDl
for me it's right
but for the bus it's left
UhII right •••• okay

[
«laugh»

okay er::m and then me go into the
market round the back
this has to be left
,~ okay?
okay
er :: that's the beach the beach side okay?

T.

umm
right you have some time to do some

shopping
okay
and then ve go back to the bus
uhhm
[

« nods )
T. and ve go along Tevodros Street •••

Tewodros Street ••• uhhm
and the next place we are going to
visit is the Nations Museum •• and you'll
have plenty of time for a good look
round there and I'll be doing a guided
walk for those people who want it ••
the Nations Museum
alright ••••
okay? ••• and then the last stop on the
tour is the textile mill ••• the textile mill
and that' s along Tewodros Street again

... 1



1.2 ll4
115

2.2.l1'1.2 ll6
117

1.2 118
ll9

2.1.4 120
121

122
123
124

125
126
127

2.2.2

1.2

1.2 128
129
130

131
132
133

1.2

1.2 134
135
136
137
138
139
140

141

2.211

1.2

135

T1• okay
T. and turn right
T1• turn right •• uhm
T. along Tewodr08 Street and turn right
T1• okay ••••••••••
T. where is the factory? •••
T1• I have got two factories
T. ahah •• well the textile mill is the

factory at the bottom of yourmap ••
T1• 80 ve got out of the museum and then •••
T. u'hhf

T1• and then ve turned left? right?
T. well you come out of the museum
T1• hmm
T. er:m and then you go along Tewodros

Street
T1 okay
T. alright •• and then you ~ right ••
T1 uhm
T. and that's that's the textile mill
T1• end
T. yeah and we have about one hour's

tour at the mill
T1• okay •••
T. er::m
T1• mill?
T. the textile mill is the factory
T1• okay
T. okay? yeah?
~. and then
T. and then the bus hrings us back to

the hotel so we go left into Wingate Road

... 1
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2.2.2 142 1].. left into •• er:: on the same •• taldne
r« point with ringer»

the Tewodros Street
143 T. well you come out of the textile mill

1.2 144 Tl• okay
r« nods »

145 T. and you go up
1.1 146 Tl• I go up

147 T. then er:: ••• you go up to Wingate
Road and then

2.2.1 148 Tl Wingate
149 T. and then you turn left into Wingate

Road ••• ok? and then you go round
the corner ••

2.2.1 1;C Tl• round the corner
151 T. and go back to the hotel

1.5 152 T1• and I get into the hotel
153 T. and then that's your tour complete

.../
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T
2
: TASK 1 - MAP TASK

au'b
category Text

No.
turn

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17

18

1
2

3

T. right the tour starts off from the hotel
T2• «moves head up and down - nods»
T. ••• and we go up as far as Progress Street ••

We turn into Progress Street and then ve
take the first left •• and that's the first
stop and that's called St Ga'briel's Church ••••••••

T2• St Gabriel's Church?
T. yeah er •• let me tell you again ve are

start off from the hotel
T
2
• ubII

T. and we go up as far as Progress Street
right?

T
2
• okay ••

T. and then we turn right into Progress
Street ••

4
5

6
7

8
9

T
2
• aha •••••••••••••••••••• alright

T. okay ve turn right into Progress Street
then we take the first left

T
2
• okay ••••

T. first left okay? and that's the first
stop that's St Gabriel's Church

T
2
• aha ••

T. okay ? no~ we have about half an hour
or so at the church then we leave for
the palace •• that's down to Palace Road
•• down to Palace Road •• and then along

T2 aha •••••••• alright
T. okay?. right so after that we

come out of the palace
T2• aha ••••• okay

... 1



1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

19

20
21

22
23
24

25
29
27

28

29
30

31
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T. we come out of the palace and we go
down the road we go to visit the
National Moument ••

T2• would you please repeat ?
T. yeah we go er we go down we go down

the road and we go to visit the
National monument ••••••••••••••••••••
right about 20 minutes there for
photographs and then the bus takes
us on down that road •• and first left
to the market •••••••••• and we go
into the market from round the back
that's the side nearest the beach

T2• would you repeat it ?
T. okay let me go back a little bit right?
T2• okay
T. so we come out of the palace
TZ• uhm
T. we come out of the palace right and we

go down the road and we go to visit
the National Monument •••••

T2• okay
T. alright?
T2• okay
T. we have about 20 minutes there for

photographs and the bus takes us on
down that road •• and first left to
the market er we go into the market
from round the back •• and that's the
beach side

T2• aha ••••••••••• okay •••

... 1
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~: TASK 1 - MAP TASX

subcal:egory Text

2.2.1

2.2.1

2.1.2

1.2

1.1

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

10

11
12
13

14
15

16

1

2

3

4

5
6
7

8
9

T. right the tour starts off from the hotel ••
and we go up as far as Progress Street
and then we turn in to Progress
Street and •• then we take the first
left •• and that's the first stop •• it's
called St. Gabriel's Church •••
stops in St. Gabriel's?
yeah St. Gab. it's St. Gabriel not
St. George's Church
St. Gabriel •••

~.
T.

~.
T. the church

would you please repeat?
right the tour starts off from the
hotel
uhm

T. and then we turn right into Progress
Street
we go this way
L((points with his finger))
yeah
okay
and then we take the first left and
that's the first stop that's St. Gabriel's
Church okay?

~.
T.

~.

Ullin

and then we're going to leave for
the palace •••
for the palace

.../



1.2

2.1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

2.1.3/2.1.4

1.1

1.2

17
18
19

20

2l

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
?fJ

31

33
34

35

37

140

T. um-hmm

11·
T.

uhm

so that' 5 down to Palace Road •• and
then along
umm?
c« leaning forward»
that's we come out of the church
uhm
and then we go down to Palace
Road
Road •• and then along
along
uhhm •• we go along the road to the palace

11..

T.~.
T.
~.
T.
~.
T.
~.
T.

uhm •••••••

okay ••
~. «nods) )
T. now after that we come out of the Palace

we come out of the palace
okay •• we go to the palace •••• okay
we go to the palace
uhhmT.

~. from where sorry once ••• I mean would
you pleas repeat the second?
okay right right 60 out or St. Gabriel's
Church yeah
we we're leaving from the Church ok
from the church
right so er::m we have about half
or so half an hour at St. Gabriel's
Church
okay okay
and then we leave for the palace

T.

11..

T.

~.
T.

.../



1.2

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

2.2.1

40

41
42
43

44

45
46
47

48

49

52

53

54
55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62
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~. okay
T. that's down to Palace Road •• okay
~. okay
T. and and then along
Ml• okay
T. after that we .l(e· come out of the palace
~. Palace okay we come of out of the palace
T. right we come out of the palace and

then we go down the road to visit
the National Monument •••

~ • National Honument?
T. uhhm ••••• okay right that's the one,that s marked statue on your map
~. umm
T. alright okay er: about 20 minutes

there for photographs
~. uhm
T. and then the bus takes us on

down that road
HI. uhm
T. okay? down that road and
Ml• okay
T. we go first left
~. first left?
T. umhmm
~. uhm okay
T. first left to the market and we

go into the market from round
the back by the beach

~ wait wait there ftt we (XX)
for twenty minutes

'r. uhhm

.../
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M
2
: TASK 1 - MAP TASK

sub-
categories

No.of
turn Text

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.~

10
11

12
13

14
15

16
17
18

19
20
21

1 T. right the tour starts off trom the
hotel

~. okay
T. and ve go up as far as Progress Street
M

2
• okay

T. and we turn into Progress Street
M

2
• uhm

T. and then we take the first left
M2• okay
T. and that's the first stop •• it's

called St. Gabriel's Church

2

3
4

5
6
7
8
9

M2• okay ••••
T. St. Gabriel's Church •••••••• no

problem?
M2• yes ••••••
T. okay we have about half an hour a

at the church and then we leave for
the palace •• that's down to Palace
Road ••

M2• okay
T. and then along ••••• and after that

we come out of the palace
M2• palace?
T. uhhm
M2• we left we leave out of the Palace

Road first •••
T. do you want me to say it again?
M2• yes
T. so where do you want to start from?

.../



2.2.2

2.2.1

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.2

22

23

24

25

26
Z1

28

31

32
33
34

35
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T.

start from the hotel and then
up to the Progress Street and then
we take left of the Progress Street
er no we turn no we go up as far
as Progress Street alright and then
we turn into Progress Street
yes then to the left of St. George
Church

T. no not to St.George's Church we are
going to St.Gabriel's Church not
St. George's Church
Sabrie1' s Church

T.

uhhm ••• no we're not going to St.
George's Church
yes we stopped here

[
«points with finger»

where?
here
[«points with finger»
no •••• when we say we turn into
Progress Street it means we turn
right into Progress Street
into Progress
We turn right into Progress Street •••
this one?
[ (points with pencil»
we turn right into Progress Street
okay •••• alright and then we take
the first le.t •• okay and that's the
first stop that's St. Gabriel's Church
here?
[

« points with pencil»

T.

T.

•••

.../
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l),: TASK 1 - MAP TASK

sub-
categories

No. of
turn Text

2.1.2

2.2.1

2.2.1

2.1.1

2.2.1

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

2.1.4

2.2.1/2.1.2

6
7
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15

16
17
18
19
20

21

22

1 T.

2

3
~

5

right now the tour starts off from the
hotel ••

B1• sorry
T. !he tour starts off from the hotel
B1e from the hotel
T. okay and we go up as far as Progrees

street.
B1• to the Progress Street
T. right
Bl• shall I make a mark?
T. right draw draw
~. to Progress Street?
T. yeah actually draw a line if you go

okay?
okay~.

T. we turn into Progress Street ••
okay
right? and then •• we take the first
left
the first left
yeah
okay •• which which one
you turn into Progress Street
yeah
and then (xx) the Progress Street you
take the first left
first left •• I didn't understand

[
«moves head side ways»

.../



23
24
25

2.2.1 26

1.2
Z1
28
29

?fJ2.2.1

1.2
31
32

33
34

35
36
"51
38
39

2.211

1.2

1.2 40

41
42
43
44

45

2.2.1

2.2.1

2.1.2 46
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T. alright
just on the way to Progress Street?
no no no no you have to turn into Progress
Street first
here is Progress Street
r« points with finger»
right
okay
yeah
here is the right hand side
[«points to the right hand side»
uhm okay
I think so

okay
this is the left hand side
right okay
shall I make a mark
no no you made the mark up there
yeah yeah
so now you want actually you have
to turn right into right along the
Progress Street
okay
now you take the first turning
the first?
on the left
on the left
and that's the first stop St.Gabrie1's
Church
oh sorry I didn't understand here

[«moves head sideways»

l1..
T.

T.

T.

~.
T.

T.

47 T. uhhm

.../



2.2.1

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.1/2.2.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

2.2.1

48
49
50
51

59
60

61
62
63
64
65

66
67
68
69
70

71

72
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11..

to the left
first turning on the left yeah?
then to ••y I come back to the ••
no no you're okay where you are
take your first
make a mark to the right hand side
right
and then
first turning on the left
the left is I think to (XX)

T.

11..
T.

no no no
no? •• this is

[
« points with finger»

yes right yeah yeah that's your left
okay
[

«moves head up and down»
that's your left
okay
and. stop there
okay

and that's the first stop it's called
St. Gabriel's Church see St. Gabriel's
Church?
Gabriel's Church?
you're meant to be there already
is it a church?

T.

T.

yeah
oh here is a church ok
l «moves head up and down»

right that is you know the name of that
church? now •• Gabriel's Church

~. Gabriel's Ch~h

11..

... 1



2.1.1
73
74
75
76
77
78
79

1.2

1.2

2.2.1 80
81
82
83
84

1.2

1.!

1.2
85
86
87
88
89
90

91

2.2.1

2.1.4

2.2.2 92

2.1.4

93
94
95
96

1.1
97
98
99
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T. yeah

shall I aake er write the name!

er write the name

okay Gabriel's Church

yeah good

okay

we have about half an hour or so at

the church

half an hour

so half an hour yeah yeah

okay half an hour

yeah half an hour look tor

half an hour

11..
T.

T.

T.
thirty minutes

yeah

okay

and then we leave for the Palace

for the Palace

right

which way?

go we go that's down to Palace Road you

go down to Palace :mad

like this?
C
«points or indicates with pencil»

right can you find the Palace Road?

here is the Palace

right so go down

shall I make shall I make

the way right to the palace or::

the Palace Road (XX)

here is the Palace Road

l1..
T.
l1..
T.
11..
T.

T.

T.

good

.../
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B2 : TASK 1 - l-1AP TASK

sub-
categories Text

No.of
turn

2.2.1

1.2

2.2.2

9
10
11

12
13

1 T. right the tour starts off from
the hotel okay? and we will go up 88

as far as Progress Street •••• okay? 80

you are going to draw with your pencil ••
we go up as far as Progress Street and
we turn into Progress Street •• and ve
take the first left and that's St. Gabriel's
church •••

2

3
4

5

St. George?
well we go up to Progress Street right?
okay
yeah and then we take we turn into
progress Street
how can (XX) it?
well you you're going to turn right ••
turn right into Progress Street ••• okay?
turn right into Progress Street •• okay? is
that alright? is that alright? •••
to this side?
L«( points to the right»)
uhhm •• is that right or left?
right •••
okay •• er:m and then ve take the
first left •• we take the first left •••••••
and that's the first stop St. Gabriel's
church •• St. Gabriel's Church •••••
where is St. Gabeiel's Church?
well we said you start from the hotel

6
7

8

T.

...1



1.2 14
15
16
17
18
19
20

2l

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

2.1.2 22
23

1.2 24

25
26

1.2
V
28
29

2.1.2 ?fJ
31
321.2
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T.

yes
okay? and you turn into Progress Street
okay
and then you take the first left
first left?
uhhm from Progress Street
yeah okay
and that's the first stop St. Gebriel's
Church •••• now when you go to Progress
Street when you go to Frogress Street

C « moves head sideways»
alright? you turn right into Progress
street aha okay right now you take the

[( (nods»
first left and that's the church •••
it is this one
r«points with pencil))

and that's St. Gabriel's Church •• alright? sO
[ «nods)

we have about half an hour or so at
the church •• and then we leave for
the palace •• that's down to Palce Road
and then along •••

B2• would you repeat that?
T. uhhm okay 60 we leave the church

•.. 1
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TASK 2 - PIE CHARTTASK

Tl TASK 2 - PIE CHART TASK

Sub-
categories

No.of
turn Text

1 T. right so task two diagram two diagr8.11
two is about the number of cigarettes that
adul ts only men in Dire Dawa smoke
a day •• SO what you should have to
start wi th is a circle with a line
across the middle ••

T1• a circle with what?
T. a circle wi th a line across the lliddle

2

1.1
3
4

5
6
7
8
9

10
11

2.2.1

1.2

1.2 l2

13
14
15

1.2

1.2 16
17

T1• I make it complete
T. okay uhhII
Tl• a circle?
T. uhhm
T1•would you mind repeating it?
T. a circle
T

l
• okay

T. alright and when you finish the circle you'll
have a line across the middle

Tl• right ••••••• alright
T. alright
T

l
• okay

T. so the first thing you should do is to
draw a line trom the centre of the
circle down to the bottom ••• uhhm er::m
so now you've got two quarters at the
bottom of the circle

T
1
•right

T. and outside them you put 2~ •••

... 1



1.2

1.2

2.2.1/2.1.2

1.2

18
19

20

21
22
23

24
25

29

151

outside them?
outside them •••••• er:m then you go
up to the top half of circle and you've got
to draw a line from the centre ••• at an

~.

angle and the line should go er:.
the line should end up about a third.
of the way up between the side of the
circle and the top of the circle ••
between the side which side
(« frown.s))
yeah
would you please speak slowly
okay let me say it again you go up to
the top half of the circle
okay
and you've got to draw a line from the
centre

T.

T.

~.
T.

okay
at an an angle and the line should
end up about a third of the way up •••
between the side of the circle and the

T.

top of the circle •••
the side of the circle ••• the side •••
it's not clear for me
L«moves head sideways»
okay so so so you've got to draw a line
froi the centre at an angle right? this
is on the right hand side

... 1
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T2: TASK 2 - PIE CHARTTASK

sub-
categories

No.o1'
turn Text

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

2.2.1

1

2
3

4

5
6
7

8
9

10

11

12

13

14
15

T. diagram two •• is about the number 01'

cigarettes that adults only men in Dire
Dawa smoke per day •• so what you
should have to start with is a circle
with a line across the middle •••••••
would you repeat?
yeah okay •• what you should have to
start with is a circle
uhm
wi th a line across the middle ••
uhm
alright? •• and the first thing you
should do is to draw a line from the
centre of the circle down to the bottom
okay
okay? so now you've got two quarters
at the bottom of the circle
two
[ «frowns»

T. two quarters •• at the bottom of the
circle ••• now you've got two

T2• yeah
T. slices at the bottom of the circle ••

okay? and outside of them you put
2% ••••••

T2• two quarters ••• two quarters?
T. yes the the you've now got two

quarters two two quarter circles

.../



1.2

1.2

1.2/2.2.1

2.1.2

2.1.2

1.2 -

16

17
18
19

20

2l

22
23

24

25

28
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uhIl

[ «nods»
at the bottom right
yes yes
so outside each quarter circle you
write 2~
okay ••• 25 ~
uhm •••• now then you go up to the top
half of the circle ••• and you've got to
draw a line from the centre •• at an
angle and the line should end up
about a third of the way up •• between
the side of the circle and the top of the
circle ••

T2• would you repeat please?
T. uhhm ••• er::m you've got to ••• you've

got to draw a line from the centre ••
at an angle •• and the line should end
up about a third of the way up between
the side of the circle and the top of the
circle ••••••••••

T2• would you pleese repeat it once?
T. okay •• then you go up to the top half of

the circle and you've got to draw a line
from the centre at an angle and the
line should end up about a third of
the way up •• between the side of the circle
and the top of the circle ••••••••

T2• okay
T. okay? right now the next thing is to draw

another line •• again from the centre and this
time you draw it at an angle to the other
side •••• about half way between the aide
of the circle and the top •••••

T2• half way between what?
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~ TASK 2 - PIE CHART TAsK

sub-
categories

No.of
tUl'11 Text

1 T. okay diagram two •• diagram two task
two is about the .umber of cigarettes
tha t adults on1y men in Dire Dawa
smoke in a day
okay
[
«moves head up and down-nods»
okay? so what you should have to start
with is a circle with a line across

r«leans forward»2.1.2

2 l1.

3 T.

4 ~.
5 T.

6 M:t.
7 T.

8 ~.
9 T.

10 ~.
11 '1'•

2.2.1

1.2

2.2.2 12 ~.
13 T.

2.1.2 14 ~.
15 T.

2.2.1 16 \.
17 T.

the middle ••• a circle
with a line
wi th a line across the middle
a line across the middle •••••••
a circle •• and there should be a line
across the middle right?
uhm
okay now next •• the first thing that
you should do is to draw a line from
the centre of the circle down to the
bottom
this one
uhhm er:m so now you've got two quarters
r«leans forward»

at the bottom of the circle
two quarters
at the bottom of the circle two quarters ••
right? •• and then well ••• the first
thing you're going to do is to draw a line

.../





2.2.2

2.1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

2.1.2

1.2

18
19
20

2l

22

23
24

25
26
V

28
29

?P
31

32
33
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from the centre of the circle down to
the bottom okay? so now you've got
two quarters at the bottom of the circle
okay and outside them you put 2~

~. outside this outside the two third?
T. outside the the two quarters ••••
~. hmm?
T. okay so outside each of the quarter

circle
~. uhm

T. outside
~1:uhm
T. alright you're going to write
~. 2~
T. 2~ •••••er:. right then you go

up to the top half of the circle
l1.. umm

T. and you've got to draw a line from
the centre

~. umm
T. at an angle and the line should end up

about a third of the way up •• between
the side of the circle and the top of
the circle •••

~. repeat it repeat it. sorry
T. uhhm so the line you're going to draw

a line from the centre
11: uhm

.../
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K2 : TASK 2 - PIE CHART TASK

sub-
categories

No.of
turn Text

1.2

1.2

2.2.2

2.2.2

1.2

1

2

3

4

5

6
7
8

9

10
11

12

T. diagram two is about the number of
cigarettes that adults only lien in
Dire Dawa smoke a day so what you

M2• [«nods»
T. should have to start wi th is a circle

with a line across the middle •••••••••

T.

okay
okay? and the first thing that you
should do is to draw a line from the
centre of the circle down to the bottom
••• right now you've got two quarters
at the bottom of the circle and outside
of them you put 2~ •••
~?

outside them you put 25? ••••
quarter of the circle one sector of
the circle
yeah er:m you've drawn the line from
the centre of the circle down to the
bottom •• right? you've done that no
you've done it ••
uhm
okay you've drawn you've already
drawn a line from the centre of the
circle down to the bottom okay? so now
you've got two quarters at the bottoa •• yes?
this one?
L«points with pencil»
uhhm you've got two ••••

•••1



2.2.2 14

2.2.2
15
16
17

2.2.1 18
19
20

21
1.2

1.2 22
23

1.2 24

25
26
27
28
29

2.2.1

1.2

32
33

1.2
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':r •

half percent of semicircle •• or 25?
of whole circle
ahh 2~ of the whole circle
so it's this one
right so you've got okay that means
you've got two quarter circles at
the bottoa right? •• yea? right 80
outside each quarter circle outside
I want you to wri te 2~ •••
2~ ?

umhmm •••

okay ••
and then you go to the top half of
the circle
okay
and you've got to draw a line from
the centre
okay
at an angle ••
angle?
eh?
at an angle?
yes right er it's got to be at an
angle to the right
okay
and the line should go the line should
end up about ~ of the way up ••
between the side of the circle and the
top of the circle ••••
~ •• of the upper semi circle?
yeah the line should end up about ~
of the way up between the side of the
circle and the top of the circle •••••••• uhhm •••

.../
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Bl: TASK 2 - PIE CHART '1'ASK

Sub-
categories

No.of
turn Text

1.2

1.2 6
7
81.2

9

1.1 10
11

12
13
14

1.2

1.1

15
16

1.2
17
18
19

1.2 20

21
221.1

1
2

3
4

5

T. right diagram two
okay hearer's version
that's your version right?
okay
diagram two is about the number of
cigaret tes that adults only men in

t «nods) )

11..
T.

T.

Dire Dawa smoke per day
okay
[ ((nods»
so what you've got to start with is what
you should have is a circle with a line
across the middle
so I have to make the circleB.,...

T. right ••
okay and
the circle
an: imaginary line which divides the
circle into two parts
right
this vay?
L «points with pencil»
er:m no the line is already drawn for you
oh okay
oh what what erase that one the first
thing you should do
okay
is to draw you've got the circle
yes I have got the circle

C «nods»

11..
T.

T.

T.

•••1



23

2.2.1 24
25
26
Z1

2.2.1

2.1.2 28

1.2
29
?fJ

2.1.4
31
32

33

2.2.1

2.2.1
Y?
:;8
39
40

41
1.2

2.2.1 42
43

1.2/2.2.1 44
45
462.2.1

159

T. the first thing you should do is to draw
a line from the centre of the circle

~. from the centre of the circle
T. right down to the bottom
B1• down to the bottom
T. so now you've got two quarters at the

bottom of the circle
Bl• [sorry?

«leans forward»
T. you have two quarters at the bottom of the circle
B1• yes one two that

one I have got
T. yes good er outside them you put 2~
B1• from one of them
T. outside of them outside of

them you put 2~
outside the circle?
yeah
here
[
«points with finger»
yeah that's right
25%
yeah
okay
er:m now you go to the top half of the
circle
the top ah the top half of the circle
now you've got to draw a line from

J;he centre
B1• okay from the centre
T. at an angle
B:t • at an angle

T.
~.
T.
11..
T.

T.

... 1



47

48

49
50

51
52
53
54

55
56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63

2.1.4

2.2.1

1.2

1.1

2.2.2

64

65
66

67

1.2

1.2 68
69
70

71

160

T. and the line should go the line should
end up about a third of the way between
the side of the circle and the top of
the circle

Bl• sorry I didn't inderstand here
T. alright
11.• may I llake three lines fro.
T. no one line at the moment one line
Bl• one line
T. which is going to go
Bl• like the way I have did at the bottom?
T. right but (XX)
Bl• okay
T. should end up from the centre
Bl• from the centre to
T. to about >'
Bl• aha >' of the half circle
T. right one fourth
Bl• one third
T. one third let me read it again one third

of the way between the side of the circle
and the top of the circle so one third of the
way up

B:J.. I have to I have to make my own e-stimation?
T. estimation a third of between there and there
Bl• that is it

T. okay good well done okay •• er:m right er
top of that right?

l1.. okay
T. next thing
Bl• next line?
T. next line

.../



1.2 72

73
74
75
76
77
78

1.2

79

80

2.2.2
81
82

1.2
83
84
85

1.2 86
87

1.2 88
89

1.2 90

91
92

161

11..
T.

okay
you draw another line
okay
again from the centre
from the centre
right from the centre
okay
[( (nods»

'f
•

and this time you draw it up at an
angle to the other side of the circle
other side of that half about half ~
between the side of the circle and the
top •• so this line goes at the top
this way
[«points with pencil»
yes that one
this direction

[«points with pencil»
yeah good
okay
er you draw that at an angle to the
other side about half way betwwen the
side of the circle
uhm
so now you've got the top half of the
circle divided into three slices
one two three yeah
correct good er:m and you've got a
big one
yeah
a medium one

a big one?

... 1



1.1

1.2

2.1.4

1.aIl.1

2.2.2

2.2.1

2.2.1

1.2

2.2.1

1.2

2.2.1/2.2.2

2.2.1

1.2

93
94

95
96

97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116

117
118
119
120
121
122

162

T.

and a small one
yeah two small one and one big one
[«nods»
right
okay
oh one is medium is emall.
which is which one
that's small isn't it?
yeah this is small and this is middle
right •• and outside those you put ~
where shall I put here?
okay
eighteen or
eight eight
eight
eight

~.

eight
eight
okay
good 12%
12% here shall I put here?
alright
okay
and ;JJ %
30% somewhere here?

[
«points with finger))

yeah
thirteen or thirty
thirty
three /;}IJ/

three IJU I good

T.
I)..
T•

T.

okay ••••

.../



2.2.1
123
124
125
126
127

128

129
130
131

1.2 132
133
134
135

1.2

1.1 130
137
138
139

lljO

2.2.1

1414
142
143
144
145
146
147
148

1.2

l.l

163

right now inside the circle
inside the circle
that's inside the slices inside each slice

inside this one
you've now got to write what each
of them represents
oh I haven't got your idea

[
«moves head sideways»

T. write write

T.

T.

~.
~. here here is thee
T. so let's say inside two at the bot tOIl

look at'll here
okay okay
inside the bottom
okay
in one of them you put less than 10

per day put less than 10 per day
lesa than ten in one day okay
wri te the words leas than ten per day
leas than 10 per day okay
good •• in the other in one of them you've
put that one in the other
here?
L«points with finger»
umhm right
okay
put 10-15 per day
10-15 per a day
per day okay?
okay
then· at the top
top okay

l«nods»

.../



1.2
149
1;£>
151
152
153
154
155
156
157

2.2.1

2.2.2

2.2.1

2.2.1 158
159
180
161
162

163
164

2.2.1
165
166
167
168
169

-164

T. again in the 13 one
B1• yeah okay
T. you put' have stopped smoking'
~ • have stopped smoking •• from 12%
T. right
B1• ~
T. no no just write 'have stopped smoking'
B1• have stopped smoking
T. then at the bottom er:m and then in

the other two you put 'do not smoke'
11.• in the other two okay do not smoke
T. right
11.• do not smoke ••••• and here also
T. ah ah and write
~ • the othe4!'two you have

said me
T. and over 15 per day

here
(
(points with finger»
yes do not smoke and over 15 per day
over fifteen
over fifteen
per day per a day okay
and then you've finished.

T.~.
T.

.../
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B
2
: TASK 2 - PIE CHART TASK

sub-
categories Text

No.of
turns

1.2

2.2.1

2.2.1

2.1.1

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

T. okay diagram two ••• diagram two is
about the number of cigarettes that adults
that •s men only in Dire Dan smoke
each day ••• so what you should have to
start wi.th is a circle •• wi th a line
across the middle •••••••••••• and the
first thing you should do is to draw a line
from the centre of the circle down to the
bottom •••• okay? so nov you've got two
quarters at the bottom of the circle •• right?

B
2
• yeah

[«nods) )
and outside them you put 2~
outside of them
outside of them that's right outside of
them you put 2~ •• okay? it doesn't
matter which alright? outside of both of
them •• okay? er:m then you go up to the
top half of the circle •• and •• you've
got to draw a line from the centre at
an angle
at an angle so you've got to draw
at an angle so you've got to draw a
line •• er •• from the centre to the right
to the right •• at an angle and the line
sho~ld go the line should end up about
one third of the way up between the side
of the circle and the top of the circle ••

B~. I am not clear

T.

... 1



2.1.2

1.2

1.2

9
10

11

l2

13

14

15

16
17

18

167 -

T. you want _e to say it again?
B2• okay

((nods) )
T. so er:m •• you are looking at the top

half of the circle alright?
yeah
and you've got to draw a line from
the centre •• to the right to the right
at an angle okay? and the line should
end up about)') of the vay up •• the
side of the circle between the side of
the circle and top of the circle ~ of
the way up between the side of the circle
and the top of the circle •••• do you
want IDOre help ? ••• okay?
(XX)
r«moves head sideways»
right so so you've drawn you've drawn
a line you've drawn a line to the right
yeah
okay now the line is supposed to be about
a third of the way up between the side
of the circle and the top of the circle ••
•••••••••••• okay er:: and then the
next thing to do is to draw another
line again from the centre and this time
you should draw it up at an angle to the
other side •• about hal! way between
the side of the circle and the top ••••••••••••
okay ••••• so now you should have the
top half of the circle divided into three
slices

B2• yeah •••
L «nods»

T.

.../



19

2.1.1

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
2:1
28
29

2.2.2

2.1.2

2.14

32

33
34

35
36

37
38

168

right? •••••• so you've got a Gig one
a medium one and a small one?

B2• they are not actually
T. uhhua ••• SO ••

B2• can I rub it?
T. uhhm ••••••••
B2• I feel this one is right
T. uhhm ••• 0ka1
B2• can you (XX)?
T. you want ae to read again?
B. ((moves head up and down»
2

T. okay so the next one is you're going
to draw another line from the centre
okay? and this time you're going
to draw it up at an angle to the
left side to the left side okay?

B2• to what proportion?
T. right er about half way between the

side of the circle and the top half ot
the circle divided into three pieces
••• is that right?

B2• no no it's not right •• into six
pieces •••• no into five
u: hmm

into five
into five

B2• yeah
T. okay it should be into three •••
B2• It is into five

((frowns»

•..1
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TASK 3 - DISCUSSION (ADVISING SESSION)

Tl TASK 3 - DISCUSSION

sub-
categories

No.of
tltrns Text

4.1

4.1

4.1
9

10

4.1
11
12

13
14

1 T. the question is whether they gain b~
understanding because of their reading I
mean is it because of their teaching or
because the~ have used reading strategies?
or they have the ability to use certain
reading strategies? which will enable
them to compensate for the text?

Tl• well I c~' t definetely say this or that
but let me express my feeling

T. uhhm
Tl• er: I think the students have their own

net work

2

3
4

5
6

T. uhhm
and just using that net work well they
may understand it
uhhm7

8

T.
but as far as er: the teaching of reading
is concerned

T. uhbm
from my experience and from what er::
teachers do

T.

uhhm
I don't think it is entirely out of the
teacher's teaching but the students' net
work that is assisting the. to comprehend

[ .rl.ght
the material that they read

•.. 1



4.1

1.2

1.2

4.1

4.1

4.1

170

15
16

T. uhhm
T1• no focus with no focus was given and

it is (XX) no teaching tfven attention
(XX)

T. perhaps when when when you say (XX)

this is the students have to be able to
understand the materials they read and
surely the focus ought to should n:>t be
on understanding specifically but not on
developing skills and strategies that can
be applied to other materials

T1• [uhm
«nods»

T. okay? and part of the problem at the
moment is that reading is viewed as
extracting specific information from the
text instead of developing skills and
strategies for application to other texts
so that's one area that that

T1• C((nods»
T. area that that
Tl• but er: I thought that this opens the way

meaning if they understand er:m then
read and understand texts that they have

T. uhhm
TI. then when they are guided by their teacher

and by their net work
T. uhhm
T1• and that will enable to develop their

reading strategies and it enables them to
understand whatever material they read ••
other than the texts

Z1 T. uhhm

17

18

19

20

2l

22

23
24

25
26

.~,,/



1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

28
29

33

34

35

38
39
40

41

171

T1• that they use in class
T. yeah I mean r'm not saying that

you've said though" what you put
here is er: inappropriate

~. «nods - moves head up and down»
T. what I'm saying is you know when

you if you are going to make a
statement at the beginning

T1• uhm
r
«moves head up and down»

T. you need to be very careful about what
you are going to argue I think really
you should be arguing perhaps for a

T1• (.«nods»
T. more process oriented approach to the

teaching of reading
~. okay
T. where you're focusing more on skills

and strategies and less on directly
LT1• «nods»

T. instructing understanding or comprehension
~. «nods»
T. from a specific teaching material

approach and perhaps your your tendency
LT1• «nods»

T. to graduation next to be sort of (XX)
T1• oh yeah

((smile) )
45 T. I mean which would you say would

be most valuable texts which are

42
43
44

authentic or texts which are within
the familiarity of their experience?

... 1



4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

1.2

46

47
48

59

60
61

62
63

64
65
66

172 -

what what

Tl• I I
T. what would be the key factors?
Tl• I:: will focus or I focus on the

experience
T. uhhm

~_ I mean that's that's the main factor
T. uhhm

'1'1- as long as the text the reading text is
within their experience

T. uhhm
Tl• although there could be some difficulties
T. uhhm
TI. with in it the students understand it
T. uhhIIuhm

T1• and I give priority to that and next
to that authenticity so that's it

T. so something is is within their experience
is going to be more er::m more
interesting?

Tl• well perhaps interesting
T. uhm ••• I mean the relationship between

interest and priority is quite intriguing
TIe interest and (XX)
T. I mean er what what's what criteria

you use for selection of text •• you've
identified authenticity interest, readability
familiarity er:

((nods»
and the right level of difficulty
yeah
C((nods»

.../



1?3

T2: TASK 3 - DISCUSSICfi

sub-
categories

No.of
turns Text

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

1

2

3
4

5
6

7

8

9
10

11
12

13

T. when you say it's not the custom
er:m what do you mean?

T
2
• students are not brought up that way

T. uhIl

T
2
• students always do private works ••

homeworks and classworks are
always private

T. uhhm
T2• no. if we try to show them I am sure

they will do it
T. right •• why has it been the tradition

why has it been like that you think?
T2• it's the methodology that our schools

have come up you see teachers are not
taught there is no teacher who knowe about
group work the teacher doesn't know and
I propose personally that we should
have a kind of workshop and seminars so
that

T. uhhm
T2• we should introduce some methods to

our schools
T. uhhm
T2• all teachers so that they will try

tha t ir- possi ble
T. right is there a logical connection

between introducing the techniques and
trying them out or do you think that
if we introduce the techniques teachers



14
15

4.1 16
17

184.1

4.1
19

20

4.1
21
22

4.1
23
24
25
264.1

1.2 28
29

1.2 ?J)

~

32
33

174

will use them?
T~. I feel eo
T. or do you think the teachers will say

thie is very interesting but •• not really
for me? •••••

T2• I don't think it will be a problell
T. uhbIl

T
2
• introducing when we introduce

we will show them how to implement
T. ~

T2• and I Co't I ~elf will try it
out in class

T. uhhm
T2• and I will show and I may write my

own observation
or. um

T2• evaluation
T. um
T2• and the thing that the teacher may

feel to be a problem would be dealt
by mJse1f I I myself will teach in
the class and see

T. okay so you believe that the
teacher you as a good teacher
uhm

would be able to model certain
techniques which other teachers

t«nods»
would then employ
that's what I feel
right and your feeling is that

.../



1.2 34-

35

1.2

1.2

4.1

1.2

175

40

teachers would then go away and would
implement those techniques ••

T2• «nods»
T. okay our students at university 305 and

306 have tried to introduce a few of the
techniques that we proposed on 305 and
;P6 right

T
2
• uhm

T. a few many of the techniques we discussed
we didn't see in teaching practice at all

T
2
• uhm

T. why did it happen so when they're
teaching in large classes the courses
are designed to help teachers teach in
large classes?

T2• well ••• may be the problem of mOst ot
the students may be personel in the
first place they may not be •• they
themselies are the first time teacher

T. right
T2• that might be problem and the other

thing they were not or we were not
willing to show what we have learnt
or there might be

T. yeah. • yeah okay Itm wondering how
we can best tackle the problem of
introducing change ••• I'm not convinced
that the answer is modelling and then
saying to the teacher rather like
Jesus said go and do likewise you knOY

T2• «nods»
T. er::m ••• I wonder whether the most

41
42

43

44

45

.../



1.2 46
47

1.2 48

49

1.2

1.2

1.2

_ 176

important thing is to change teachers'
attituides •• to help them become more
aware of what language is and how language
learning takes place er::m ••• there are

T2 uhm

T. obviously certain beliefs certain attituides
certain values that teachers have ••• you've
said for example certain things you didn't
learn in that way teachers are not
exposed in that way so some of these
characteristics are results of habits
and tradi tions

T.

u.h.m
L«nods) )
others may be cultural there may be certain
cul tural things there may be some cultural
aspects of learning ••• for example you
mentioned earlier today that the right
thing within the culture for you to
do when I came into the room
uhm
(

«nods) )

52

53
54
55

T. is to stand up and I'm supposed to
say what's it called'

T for God's sake2·
T. for God's sake
T
2
• uhhm

T. now that's something which you recognize
as being cultural okay? it's very
different for me

T. uhm
2

..•1



l??
'\ TASK 3 - DISCUSSION

sub-
categories

No.of
turns Text

1 T. the problem is a large number of the
reading passages in the text are not
necessarily sui table then you can go
on saying reading is rlghUy important
(XX) okay? but you must you lIIlStknow
what the topic is from the first one
or two pages
uhm
[«nods»

1.2 2

1.2
3
4

5

2.1.4 6

1.2
7
8
9

1.2 10

1.2
11
12

~.

~.

~.
'r•

otherwise I get bored okay?
((smiles) )

when I read this my feeling was that
I read this 100 times so get to the point
so do you advise me to change
that part?
yes change some part of it
uhum
start off particularly 1-1 okay
1-2 •• 1-1 rather than the role of
English say er::m reading passages
as you said I intend to look at
problem of the reading passages used
in our textbooks and find out to what
extent these are useful

~. uhm
[«(nods»

T. or not okay
1),. yeah

•..1



122

16

4.1
17
18
19
204.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

4.1

1.2

1.2

13

14

15

21
22

23

24

25
26
27
28
29
;IJ

31

32

- 1?8

T. clear er::m right •• 80 that's a
matter of giving purpose right chapter

[okay
[«nods»

~.
T • three •• there is more wrong wi th it

why did you selevt only five passages?
when you see the textbook er::: you
will see some sort of similarities between
the passages
umhum

~.

T.
Z\.
T.

even in content
alright
and most of them are inclined to
propagate themselves in this ••••
propaganda
propaganda most of them are not as such
that interesting
but that's that's one of the things you're
gonna your conclusion
are going to come out of them •• that
they are not interesting or whether they
are not interesting or whether they
are interesting or not
well the main factor is that they are
uhm uhm
similar in content especially
uhm
so and I thought that
I think need to at least specify so many

L
uhm

[«nods) )

1\.

T.
~.
T.

~.
•~.

T.

l1..

analysed passage titles so many are
concerned with political topics so many

[«nods) )



1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

4.1

4.1

4.1

2.1

33

34
35

36

37
38
39

40

41
42

43
44

45
46
47
48

49
50
51

179

T. so many are concerned with environmental
so many are fiction stories and you're

~. «nods»
T. got (XX) in love story I mean you take

them far which is okay 1-2-3-4-5 those
might be the ones you call interesting
alright

~. uhm
T. so if all the rest of political
~. uhm

T. you could say political purpose (XX)
interesting

~. uhm

T. or
~. well this is actually this is the way you

have told me to do
T. uhhm

~. you have told me that even I was planning
to take at least ten passages

T. aha
1\. but you told me that take five
1'. uhhm

Hl• and you have asked me that (XX)

T. that could be misunderstanding
Hl• uhm
T. I said take five when you are analysing

on readability ••• on the language use
right? not just the topic right?
I mean that is another point I will
come to er:m I think you need to say
how many passages if you do only titles
you need to say the range of titles okay?

.../



1.2

1.2

4.1

1.2

2.1.4

180

there are some passages which schools

are advised not to teach

sure
[
«nods»

53
54

T. right obviously you can leave that out

uhm
t
«nods»

55 T. I think you can comment on the fact

that 1-~10-12
~. uhm

T. are schools are told not to teach the

passages and I think you were told that

two three years ago so that (XX) for

some time

~. but you see I want I have planned to

see at the back in the appendix

T. alright

~. specially by making some sort of

arrangement er::

T. yeah but from the actual questionnaire

of of which passage do you find difficult

and which useful for that one I think

you need a wider ranger of passages okey?

~. uhJII

T. umm

~. do you think that the reading (XX) are

useful?

T. yeah yeah

1),. which do youmean? the first one?

T. yes both both of these

S. uhm
c
«nods) )

'7)
60

61

62
63
64

65
66
67
68

•••1



1.2
69
70

71

1.2 72

73
74
75

1.2

1.2 76
77

1.2 78

79

1.2 80

81

1.2 82
83

84

4.1
85
86

87
884.1

- 181

T. are usetul
\. umm
'r. oh no no that side not to the teacher

to students
~. uhm uhm

T. that could be to the teacher as well
M... uhm
'.1.).
• I think you should allow the (XX)

I mean what how can do you think
the reading passages are useful

\. yes
T. there must be about four reading passages

alright?
I),• f yeah yeah

«nods) )
T. (XX) in understanding the reading

passages they are asking about all the
the passages

~. Laure
«nods) )

T. but then when you come to this question
er:m ranking in order of difficulty
and in interest you've only got two items

\. uhm
T. so the contradiction in the items teachers

are given
~. well well I can make myself some

change
T. yeah
1),. Out I did
T. umm
~. the way you told me to do

... 1



89

2.1.4 90
91

1.2 92
93

2.2.2

94
95
96
97

1.2 98
99

1.2 100

1.2
101
102
103
104
105

1.2

1.2 106
107

182

T. ah ah:: I'll come to that in a
minute that's the misunderstanding
er::m ••• small point when you come
to teachers you say ••• 6~ •• 20% •••••
why?
because when there are only five teachers
you just say one teacher 3 out of 5
(xx) it's alright with your students
because you've got a large number

«nods - moves head up and down»
but when you are taking only three
4-5-6 people turning them into
umhum
percentage
I should select (XX) value
yeah yeah otherwise you're pretending
to have scientific evidence

«smiles) )
60% of teachers sounds as if you're
claiming 50% of teachers in the
country think that (XX) okay'?

[
okay

r
«nods»

okay so you take that (XX) of teachers
alright
bigger point ••

«leans forward and nods»
in your first chapter you said you're
looking at the reading passages from
the point of view the interest yeah?

T.

'r.

sure
T. suitability

.../



1.2 108
109
110

1.2
111
112

113

1.2 114
115
116

117

1.2 118
119

1.2 120

183

~.
yeah
readability
right
[
((nods»

T. appropriacy
yeah

( (nods))
but when it comes to the actual
questionnaire you don't touch on readability
at all or an appropriacy so what you've
done is narrow yourself just to asking
people whether they find these five
passages interesting and useful now you
can narrow it down a lot more thaA
what we when I see the statistics of the
five passages I thought you're going to
look at it from that point of view yes
(XX) what passages they find interesting
what is the language level in these passages
hum
what is the role of readability
alright
l«writes a note))
what sort of cultural appropriacy so if
you're doing that then you're going to be
analysing the passage and then of course
you've got (XX)
uhmm

T.

T.

~.

and that is why we are talking about
5 or 6 not looking at the momment because
you can't analyse all of them
uhmm

'eel



1.2

1.2

1.2

2.2.1

121
122
123
124

125
12$
127

128

129

130
131
132

133

134
135

136
137
138
139

140

184

T.

from that point of view okay?
uhm uhm
so I think

so I have to see the passages from
the point of view readability
what you got here
uhm

T.~.
T. but also from the point of view of

readability from the point of view of
your own judgement of their cultural
appropriacy
uhm
[
«nods) )
okay? love story could be an example
is that culturally appropriate? is it
related to students'knowledge or not?
no no not
is it defensive to muslims?

T.

T.
l1..

T. right that is one of the issues you should
be looking at okay?
uhm
I don't know •• that is what you are
searching alright? er:m and that you
have to •• talk to somebody like Abdu
Abdu?
,eah
HA?

yeah MA student he is also a muslim
he is very aware are you a muslim?
no Christian •• Orthodox Christian
[ «moves head sideways»

T.
~.
T.

~.

It v.1
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1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2
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141 T. no right okay right he is much more
aware of the culture from Islamic
view point
so shall I look this readability in
in your chapter on methodology yes
because this is the chapter when
you tell me what you are going to do

142
143

144

145

146

147
148
149
150
151

152
153
154

155
156
157

158
159

sure
[

«nods)
T. so you must tell me that you're going

to do it and how you're going to do it ••
do you mean the first chapter to be
included or::
the first chapter is okay
uhm
when you come to chapter three
uhm

T.
~.
T.

m.... you need to discuss er:: what how you're
going to judge you just (XX) ho•••are
you going to judge whetehr it is
appropriate culturally and whether it is
the right level linguistically
uhm
somewhere you said it is difficult
uhm
[
« wri tes note»
but you need to have some judgement
uhm
some way of judging what you expect to
be a level of difficulty
}lhm

and I think a little bit of readability

~1"
T.

T.



1.2/2.1.4

2.2.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1 1.2

1.2

3.1

1.2

160
161
162
163
164

166
167

168

169
170
171

172
173

174

175
176
177

- 186 -

~.
T.

testing vould be nice (XX)
uhm •• so hov hov can how how
er:: m have you read er: Nuttal
Christine Nuttal
yeah
yes

[((nods»
T. okay on a chapter on reader and level

she talks about readability and how
to judge and hov to measure it

~. yes
T. she gave a couple of formula that you

can use

then the adv.ntage of the formula
((nods) )

T. so you'~ not given the whole answer
of it you're at least giv:n it as a guide
to decide the advantages hoW' difficult
or easy the passages are
uhm
and you could compare them with er:
ordinary novels or newspaper or with
texts they have to read for their subjects
well I will I haven't planned to deal
with this principles in chapter two
in chapter two you don't
yeah yeah
no point in writing that in chapter two
unless you are actually looking at
attitiudes in your methodology in the third
that's when it's going to come back



1.2

1.2
2.2.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

178

179

lac

181

182
183
184

185
186
187

188
189
190
191

192
193

187

~.

therefore to deal with readability where
you come to chapter two it means
chapter to your background to literature
uhm yeah
r
«nods))

T. then you've got to your discussion
Y'9U don t t do any text readability in
chapter three and four then there
is no reason in- writing in chapter two
uhm
(

«nods))
'1.-

T. the only one to chapter two what you're
going to do in your research okay
yeah er::
and in (XX)

T.

do you mean I need to work on the
questionnaire again?
no no no that's not the question
how can I encompass in this chapter?
in this chapter what you've got so far
the findings in the research okay designing
procedures analysis of students'
responses you don't you've actually
gi ven me your result again
uhm

~.
T:-•

okay
yeah
but that's alright okay? someWhere you
need to tell me how you set the
questionnaire before you give the result
uhm
design of the research procedure here

efl./



1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

194
195

196
197
198
199

200
201

188

oh yes you've done it here
~. umm
T. that needs to be expanded rationale

for the questions okay and you need
in here er:m you wbuld say you then
selected certain techniques and
measured the levels of difficulty •••••
by using ••••

~. code index
T. or one of the formulas in in
}~. Nuttal
T. Nuttal okay you decide which formula

you would like it's q,to you okay and
then apply it to a couple of the text
and then you ~e up with some conclusion
about the level of difficulty alright

~. is that the conclusion part?
T. well I mean your findings will be

level of difficulty
\. uhm
T. your conclusion will be this is quite a

high level of reading difficulty
~. «nods»
T. much higher than er:(XX) right?
1),. okay
T. er:m what you've got here but basi&ally

you've made it so simple you've reduced
what you want (XX) orignially you said
you're looking at the text from the point
of view of suitability readability and
approapriacy

l').• «nods) )



1.2

1.2

2.1.4

1.2

1.2

210

2ll
212

213
214
215
216

217
218
219

220

22l
222

223

22~
225

T. now all you've done is look at five
texts from the point of view of
appropriacy in the sense that appropriacy
from the point of view of interest
right interest is one aspect I agree
yes

[«nods»
uhm

~.

\.
T•

so so
readability is another
yes
c«nods»
cul tural approp.riacy is another okay

lanother
but you've cut out everything except
interest
so what I mean is shall I differentiate

'r•

T.

T.
appropriacy from what ••••

•from what you ve got so far
uhm
[
«nods) )
yes I'3j saying it' s much wider from
what you've got what you've got is
only one aspect •• whether they find it
interesting okay? useful to get (XX)
uhm

I'm not quite sure what they (XX) er:.
so that's that's the big thing you've got
to widen widen what you do in the
text you don't need any more
questionnaire

T.

.../



1.2 226

227

228
229

4.1
231
232
233

235

1.2

1.2

19)) -

M. uhm
1 c:

«nods) )
T. if you're looking at the text and

then commenting on the text readability
use Nuttal ••

\ • Christine Nuttal
T. Christine Nuttal chapters on text

selection
\ • well well I have searched and have

some copy of it
T. wnm?

\. I have
T. you(ve got okay she's got all the

answer she's the (XX)
M •
1

yeah
r «smile»
particularly on research text selection
she's got a very good chapter on that
okay? then that's one point •• so what
you've got here is okay plus add that
okay
uhm

L
«nods) )
which is going to make double the (XX)
of the chapter
okay
(

«nods) )

T.

11..

.../
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M2: TASK 3 - DISCUSSIC»i

sub-
categories

No.of
turn Text

1 T. okay may be it'd be useful to ••
describe in your introduction er:m
what you mean by contextualizing and
to what extent or why contextualizing is
important
I intended to include it in the review
second unit
aha okay alright er:m what would you
say would be the main reason for
need for contextualizing what reason
could you give?
of course as we know even ourselves
are very poor in the language we are not
taught so as to produce or to use the language
uhm

2

3

4

4.1
5
6

4.1
7
8
9

10
11

12

4.1

4.1

13

T•

T.

T.

simpley to memorize what we learned and
in order to develop production
uhhm

T.

communication proficiency
yeah
we have to try by ourselves
uhhm
or students should try or use the
language by themselves by using the
different contexts
you had mentioned two or three times
to me past year and half exactly
what you've said just now that we



1.2 14

15

1.1 16
17

1.2 18
19

1.2

21

22
23

.2 24

25

192

ourselves are very poor in using the
language
uhm
[
«nods) )
alright? er:m •• I don't find that
you are poor either in using the language
in terms of communicating orally or in
terms of using the language to
communicate in writing
of course it is not as we are expected
well I mean it's good to strive for high
standards
«nods) )
but it's also good you should have more
er:m confidence in your own performance
in your own ability
okay
l«nods) )

T. I mean don't you're judging yourself
against a native speaker proficiency which
you don't need to do do you?

M2• no but I am judging my self on my level
T. so you're not judging yourself against

other people your judgements are against
what you would like to be

M2• yes
[
«nods»

T. okay well I mean that's that' 8 quite
reasonable but my impression is that you
actually •• have have used a good number
of you know what one might call learning
styles or learning strategies of your own

T.

"0('/



1.2

1.2

2.1.2

1.2

2.1.4

1.2

28
29

32

33
34
35
36
37

39

40

41

193

in order to learn

M2•r.

«nods) )
right and er:: you should not
necessarily feel that you are er::m that
you have failed in any way right?
okay
er::m I mean I remember having

conversation with you before you (XX) as
I &aid to you before you need to flatter
your streegth and try to develop from
where you are alright?

mm?
any way that's that's outside the subject
er:m okay so you're going to in your
review of the literature you're going to
talk about the importance of
context
contextualizing in general
yes yes
right
why it (XX) the language through context?
right okay •• er:m Can you think about
I mean I've written down a number of
ideas here but I would expect to see ••
you know justifications for contextualizing
okay
r

«nods) )
can you think of any of-them
off hand?

'r•

for example students can easily
understand ••.hat tJhey are learned
uhhm



4.1 42
43
444.1

4.1

47
48

49

1.2

1.2 52

53

4.1
55
56

194

M2• what what the teacher is teaching them
T. uhhm
M2• because unless for example if a teacher

teach them a simple vocabulary they
simply repeat the woril (XX) but in
order to understand the meaning

more simply deeply
T. uhhIIl
M2• to know the difference and similarity

between words they have to know in
which context the words are used •••
so contextualization is necessary

T. so that you make the meaning clear?
M2• [yes

((nods»
T. right okay so you need to choose an

appropriate situation in which the
meanings and the items used

M2• yes
T. fine okay what's it in the context that

makes the meaning clear? ••• in what
way is for example if I were going to
teach a language item to you say a
vaocabulary item or a number of vocabulary
items in context

M2• «nods»
T. why does the context contribute (XX)

in he!ping you to learn the words?
M2• because students know what they

experienced
T. have already experienced
M2• yes that's presented through the context

.../
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B1: TASK 3 - DISCUSSION

sub-
categories

No.o!
turn Text

1 T. okay now I'm sure he will be able
to work through the overall sort o!
approach

2 B1• ~
«nods) )

1.2

3

1.2 4

5

1.2 6

?

1.2 8

9

1.2 lID

11

12

~.
but obviously one of the thihgs you're going
going to have to do is the review of
background to literature
yeah
l«nods) )

T. okay? er:m ••• er in your background
to literature you probably want to look
at approaches to teaching and learning
grammar
yes
l
«nods) )

T. okay? so for example you could look
at er: teaching and learning grammar
by Jermy Harmer
uhm
L
«nods) )

~.
T. because you should be looking at can

you rembmer from 305 and 306 that
we talked about the er: the covert
and the overt approaches
yeah yeah
l«nods) )

or. to teaching grammar?
«nods) )

"""'/
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1.2 14

15

16
17

1.2 18

19

1.2 20

21

22

4.1
23
24

1.2

25

26

196

T. yeah? and we talked about aeductive
and inductive ways of learning
yes
[

«nods) )
okay? now that is dealt with in Jermy
Harmer's er:

T.

11..

book
book okay? it might also be worth having
a look back at an introduction to English
language teaching 'practice of English
Language Teaching' by Harmer
uhm
t «nods) )
alright er::m •• and probably you would
also need to look at a few guides which
actually illustrate

«nods) )

T•

T.

those approaches to the teachir.£ of the
courses okay? have you actually had
a look in the British Council for the
kinds of er: course books that are
available did you have a look?
I was just glancing over the parts of
grammar which said if clause
uhhm okay
I just pick one of the books and I

glance over to see where the if clause
is found
uhhm uhm okay er:m well some of the
books that you could be looking at would
be 'Project English'
okay
L «nods»

.,~./



2.1.4 28
29
?fJ
31

1.2

1.2
33
a4
35

2.1.4

1.2 40

41

1.2

42
43
44
45
46
47

1.2

- 19'7

T. by Tom Hutchinson ••• a cover under
which which which er: (XX) number
one or number two I don't think it's
number three put number one or number
two
in which book?
well you have just (XX) ENE Grade 1

tthe book may
to 3 to Grade 12 Project English is
divided into different books
I see
[
«nods) )
okay? I think it is one or three
okay
another one you could look at is er:m
a book by Woods and Nicky Mclaud and

T.
~.
T.

it's called ••••
Bl• have you recommend that this book before?
T. yes
Bl• when we added course with you?
T. yes yes •• er:m ••• it's not actually a

book for elementary learners but there
l

Bl• «nods»
T. are very interesting approaches to the

teaching of grammar okay? basically it is
Bl• basically it is useful for the teacher
T. yes and it's also particularly useful
11.. «nods»
T. because it shows grammar for communication
Bl• «nods»
T. rather than formal grammar okay?

•..1



1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2
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48 it shows that the way how we teachers
are communicating with students or
the way students can communicate
with themselves?
it t S not so much that it's really looking
at er:m the way that grammar is
is used in written English mainly in

[.
((nods»

wri tten English so the kinds of
activities we have here for example
er: m a passage taken from a

a magazine?
a magazine right and in the passage

[

«nods) )

49 T.

52

53
54

55 may be there are a number of novel
words (XX) able to (XX) these are

«nods) )
taken from the texts students job is
then to read through and in discussion
I see
(

«nods) )
~.

59 T.

60
61

with their partners york out the most
appropriate choice right?

B
1
• okay

T. er:m and in some cases you could
have (XX) so you're going to decide

r
~. «nods»62

63 T. what different meanings are implied
by different choices okay?

B
l
• L( (nods) )64

... 1
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B2: TASK 3 - DISCUSSICIi

sub-
categories

No.of
turns Text

1.2

1.2

1 T. so you have a contrast between er:
isolated presentation of formal itema
right
[

«nods) )
2

3 T.

4

5

against may be an improved version
which would include contextualized
and meaningful demonstrations of how

[

B2• ((nods»
T. structures are used right okay er::a

any other point you would make about
the present ENE approach to teaching
items?

B2• the passages some of them are very
difficult to demonstrate

T. okay does that have an effect on the
teaching of the grar~ items? •••

B
2
• no ••• it has

T. umm

6

?

8
9

10 B2• it has •• most of the words are very
difficult to understand er:m as
result er::

T. so if the passages were simpler they
would be more comprehensible

B
2
• yeah

T. and that might help it would be an
important factor in helping learners
to improve their language

B2• r.yes
«nods) )

11

l2

13

14



1.2

1.2

1.2

1.2
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15 T. right okay er: one of the thihgs you
could be looking at is er: different
ways of er: approaching the presentation
of new grammar items right? er:m

B2• «nods»)
T. context is obviously very important

B2• t
UlIIDI

«nods»
T. right? but how are you going to

contextualize ? okay for example you
could contextualize in a dialogue in
a nory in si tuations in classroom
situation in a chart or a table all of
these are ways we looked at right?
er::m another way would be by instead
of presenting the items directly •• you

l
B
2
• «nods»

T. could present them indirectly •• are
you with me?

B
2
• yeah

T. right if you are going to present a new
language item directly you would you

a
would may be present it in.l short
story or in some kind of inventive
situation yeah ?

B2• okay
T. and you would focus immediately on

the language item
B
2
• «nods»)

T. alright?
B. yeah
2T. another way of dming it would be er:m

16
17
18

19

22
23

24
25

... 1
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to present a text in for example unit
one which includes a number of the
structures that are going to be taught
in unit 2 - 3 - 4 - 5 right? now what's
the point you've male about the present
or the present text ? present ENE

reading passages? ••••
?fJ B2• umm?
31 T. what was the point you've made just

nawabout the present ENE passages?
that they are •••

32 B2• they are difficult
33 T. right •• because?
34 B

2
• • •• the ling and the words in the

passage are very very difficult to
understand

35 T. the word you mean vocabulary?
36 B2• yeah
37 T. okay anything else ? is it just the

vocabulary?
38 B

2
• the title the title

39 T. the topics themselves?
40 B2• yeah they are not ••
41 T. they're not not .nat?
42 ~. most of them are political
43 T. uhhm
44 B2• and some of them are you know
45 T. some are political
46 B2• yes
Vl T. uhhJD

48 B2• political
49 T. yes and so ?

1.2

1.2
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